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In Our 100th Year

TVA Says Inflation May
Prompt Rate Hike In Fall
By JOHN NOLAN
Associated Press Writer
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.( AP — Persistent inflation means, for the Tennessee Valley Authority, higher costs,
project prices higher than estimates
and probably a rate increase for
customers in October.
Chairman S. David Freeman said
Wednesday, however, that TVA still
plans to build generating plants and
proceed with other projects it considers
essential — despite an inflation rate he
estimates at 18 percent.
"You don't postpone a project in a
period of high inflation to save money,"
he said in a telephone interview from
GOLF COURSE PLANNERS — Dr. Mike Hurdzan, second from the left, was on the Murray State University campus
Thursday to discuss preliminary design plans for the university's proposed Frances E. Miler Memorial Golf Course.
Hudzan, a partner in the Columbus, Ohio, architectural firm recently employed by the university's Foundation to
design the 113-hole course, is shown explaining a set of specifications similar to that to be provided for the Murray
facility. Also participating in the discussion were, left to right: Larry Bartlett, university landscape architect; Dr.
Thomas B. Hogancamp, Foundation director; Murray State Golf Coach Buddy Hewitt, a member of the course's
development committee; Dr. S. M. Matarazzo, chairman of the development committee; L. D. Miller, Murray, who
donated the acreage east of Murray for the course; and Bob Lang, Mayfield, university regent and also a member of
the development committee. An initial routing of the course is expected to be available in the fall.

Three Local Seniors Awarded
$500 Century Club Scholarships
Three graduating high school seniors
in Murray and Calloway County have
been awarded $500 Century Club
scholarships to attend Murray State
University for their freshman year in
1900-81.
Selected for the coveted freshman
year awards have been.
Clifton Dale Finney, Calloway County
High School; Susan Kay Crass, Murray
High School; and Angela Nell Roberts,
who will graduate next month from the
Whittburg American High School in
Germany.
Finney, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton D. Finney, Route 1, Murray, is expected to graduate second in his class of
196 next month with a four-year
scholastic standing of 97.05.
He has been on the Calloway County
speech team for the past four years,
serving both as president and
treasurer, and has received all degrees
of the National Forensic League.
He has been a member of the senior
Beta Club at the school for three years,
serving as treasurer and vicepresident, and served one year on the
student council.
Finney plans to major in pre-law and
communications at Murray State.
An honor student at Murray High
School, Miss Crass is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Crass, 2100
Gatesborough, Murray, and plans to
follow a pre-law program at Murray
State.
While at Murray High,she has served
as a class officer, been a candidate for

Angela Roberts

Susan Crass

the Senate Youth of Kentucky, served
on the yearbook staff, won awards for
outstanding achievements in French,
served as a Future Homemakers of
America officer and been a regional
winner in foreign language competitions.
She also was vice-president of the student council, performed in the junior
play and was a member of the Tiger
Marching Band for two years.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
C. Roberts, 623 North 4th Street, Murray, Miss Roberts will major in
business administration at Murray
State in preparation for a career in accounting.
At her American military community
school in Germany, she has served as
historian, class officer, basketball
statistician and has been the school's
outstanding student in German,
chemistry and analytic geometry and
received certificates of achievement in

Dale Finney
accounting and American literature.
With a four-year scholastic average
of 3.96, she is expected to graduate as
valedictorian of her class next month.
A total of 59 Century Club scholarships, totaling $29,500, have been
awarded through the university's
Alumni Association to outstanding high
school seniors for their 1980-81
freshman year at Murray State. The
Century Club is made up of businesses
and individuals contributing at least
$100 to the program each year, and all
contributions are used for scholarships
the year following their receipt.
Another $28,500 in scholarship aid has
been awarded to students for the upcoming year through the asseiriation's
named scholarship programs, making
a total of $58,000 in scholarship awards
by the Alumni Association for the 198081 school year.
Named scholarships are established
in memory or in honor of individuals or
are sponsored by businesses.

Knoxville. "You postpone a project you
don't need."
Freeman said inflation is increasing
the amount TVA must pay to buy coal
for its generating plants and the interest it incurs to borrow money for
building its nuclear power plants.
TVA borrows $1.5 billion a year for its
nuclear construction program, the nation's largest. Its present power system
is also the nation's largest, serving
customers in Tennessee and parts of
Miaissippi, Alabama, Georgia, North
Carolina, Virginia and Kentucky.
In recent months, contractors' bids
on two TVA projects have come in
millions of dollars higher than the

federal utility estimated.
Its engineering and purchasing staffs
are examining bids at least $1.2 million
over the $20 million TVA thought it
would cost to renovate a 67-year-old
hydroelectric plant on the Ocoee River.
And the utility's board rejected bids for
the computer center in a planned
downtown Chattanooga office complex
after four contractors submitted bids of
more than $21 million, $6 million more
than TVA estimated. The agency's staff
is re-examining cost projections for the
175,000-square foot computer center
and the construction contract is to be
reaclvertised in July.

Board Approves School Calendar
The 1980-81 school calendar was approved by the Calloway County School
Board at its meeting Wednesday.
According to the adopted calendar,
the year will start Monday, Aug. 25,
with two days of in-service. Classes will
start on Wednesday, Aug. 27, with
students attending school half-a-day,
according to Dr. Jack Rose,superintendent. Thursday, May 28, will be the last
day of class and grade card may be
picked up May 29, Rose added.
Concerning other business, the board
members also approved tentative
salary schedules. Regarding certified
personnel, persons with a Rank I standing will earn between $14,380 (with no
years experience) to $17,890 (with 10 or
more years experience. The Rank H
range is from $12,410 to $16,040 and
Rank III is $10,610 to $14,190.
Extra service and supervision compensation was set at 10 percent acrossthe-board, Rose said.
Secretaries' and cafeteria workers'
schedules were approved at $3.15 anhour (with no experience) to $3.65(with
10 or more years experience). Suppliment pay for various secretarial

qualifications also was approved by the
board. Substitute cafeteria workers'
pay was seta $3.15.
Bus drivers' salaries were set from
$3.35 to $3.85 with supaunent pay
regulations also being accepted by the
board.
Custodians' pay was set from $3.20 to
$3.75.
In other action, the board members
rescinded previous action by abolishing
use of its model procurement code, a
document regulating purchasing procedures.
Rose said the state government has
approved several non-government institutions to rescind their procurement
codes. The board had approved the new
code at its Jan. 10 meeting.
The board authorized Rose and board
chairman Walter Byars to sign a contract for the construction of bleachers
at the high school track with Pat
Gingles. The track is located north of
the high school and east of the middle
school.
Rose said the bleachers will seat 1,750
with an option to increase up to 3,000
seats.
Personnel recommendations approv-

ed included Janice Senftleber,
substitute teacher; Cindy Carroll, Anna
Jo Franklin, Cornelia Kenyon and Ann
Wesson, substitute secretaries; Jean
Barger, Wanda Howard and Euroll Andrus,substitute custodians; and Sandra
Tidwell and Edward Hudson, substitute
bus drivers.
Rose and Cynthia Herndon were reelected secretary and treasurer,
respectively, of the board.
The board also approved a recommendation that senior citizens be allowed in all school athletic events for student prices.
The first of Richardson, Trevathan
and Howe was accepted as auditor for
the school system. Rose said the company has served the board in the past.
A recommendation to remain a
member in the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative was passed.
The board voted to transfer all
general funds and payroll accounts into
the People's Bank. Rose explained the
board alternates its accounts with the
People's Bank and Bank of Murray.
The high school construction account
also is at the People's Bank.

Board May Dismantle Credit Control

Interest Rates Falling Sharply
By GLENN RITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP — Interest
rates on government-backed mortgages are falling by the sharpest
amount ever, 1.5 percent, amid hints
the Federal Reserve Board may soon
dismantle credit controls it imposed in
March.
The government announced Wednesday that Federal Housing Administration and Veterans Administration mortgage rates for single-family homes will
drop from 13 percent to 11.5 percent, effective today.
Meanwhile, Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Paul Volcker said monetary
and credit conditions have improved so
much of late that the board can begin to
consider eliminating some of the controls imposed in March.
-Money and credit growth have slowed appreciably. Indeed, there is now
considerable romm for growth consistent with the targets we set for

Hospital Board
To Meet Tonight
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board will hold its regular
monthly meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the
hospital board roan, according to
Stuart Poston, administrator.
Items on the agenda induct( the
financial statement, construction project, progress on. landscaping and
results of the insurance bids, Poston

ourselves for all of this year," Volcker
said in a speech to the National Association of Mutual Savings Banks, meeting
in Lake Buena Vista,Fla.
The economy has slowed considerably, leading many analysts to
predicts recession as bad, if not worse,
than the 1974-75 downturn.
Nobel Prize economist Milton Friedman, in an interview Wednesday, said,
"It would be a miracle if, with this kind
of start, the recession ended up less
severe than the (1974-75; one."
He sharply criticized the credit con-

Hubbard Gives
Support To
Bridge Project
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard said today
that he is in support of a quick completion of the Interstate 24 bridge, over the
Ohio River linking Paducah and
Metropolis,
Hubbard added that ''instead of having an efficient link over the Ohio
River," the bridge is "a sad monument
to the tax dollars" of area people.
Heavy travel on the interstate roadi
also makes the completion of the bridge
a main priority, Hubbard felt.
The representative added he met
with Secretary of Transportation Neal
Goldschmidt this morning regarding
the matter.

trots Volcker said may be dismantled.
In recent weeks, the money supply
has declined sharply, while the government has reported a rapid rise in
unemployment and the smallest increase in wholesale prices in 11 months.
Meanwhile, short-term interest rates
have plunged and conventional mortgage rates have slid from as high as 18
percent to as low as 12 percent in some
places.
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thickening clouds
Thickening clouds tonight with
a chance of showers by morning.
Lows in the mid to upper 50s. Occasional thunderstorms on Friday with highs in the upper 70s.
LAKE LEVELS
359.34
Lake Barkley
'159.27
Kentucky Lake

_ ...... .
CAVE-IN — Tommy Kelling, Paducah, of the Kelly-Wilmore Co., was treated and released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Wednesday after being trapped in a dirt cave-in at a construction site at 12th and Arcadia Streets.
According to reports, Kelling was in a ditch where telephone cables are being placed when one sidg of the ditch
collapsed on him. Kelling was trapped about 15 minutes before being freed. The incident occurred around 12:10
p.m. Members of the Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service, the Murray Police Department and Murray Fire
Department were on the scene.

Congress Prepares Legislation
To Keep Food Stamp Program
By JAMES H. RUBIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — Congress is
ready to put the finishing touches on
emergency legislation to keep 21
million Americans from doing without
food stamps next month. Unless that
action comes by the end of today,
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland
says, the aid will stop June 1.
Working late into the night Wednesday,the Senate voted 69-18 to approve a
63 billion appropriation to keep the food
subsidy program going through the
Sept. 30 end of the fiscal year.
The House had voted overwhelmingly
Tuesday to approve $2.56 billion for the
same purpose despite warnings that the
smaller amount probably would not
cover the program for the rest of fiscal
1980
A Senate-House conference committee was meeting today to reconcile the
two versions. Congressional leaders
said beforehand they expected the
group to complete its work in tirnefor

both houses to approve a final figure by
day's end.
The Senate also gave Etergland a
pointed warning Wednesday that he can
expect no further help from Congress
for the rest of the fiscal year — even if
the money runs out. That was intended
as an alert to the administration that
benefit levels should be cut if necessary
to make the appropriation last.
Some senators argued against that
warning, citing a deepening recession
and rising unemployment. With one in
10 Americans already receiving food
stamps,they said,Congress might have
to again rescue the program if the
economy performs below expectations
this summer.
But Sen. Henry Bellmon, R-Okla.,
who sponsored the warning amend.
ment, said it was time Igo impose
"discipline" On the Agriculture Department.
"There might be some minor disruption" for food stamp recipients if there
is a cutback in benefits, he said. "But It
wouldn't be unduly painful for any red-

pient. We have been quite generous.
We've got to get some discipline."
An even higher amount, 23.3 billion,
was recommended to run through Sept.
30 by a separate Senate-House conference that approved raising the food
stamp budget for the remainder of this
fiscal year and for fiscal 1981.
But that measure, approved by the
Senate on Wednesday, only outlines
how the program is to be operated and
sets spending ceilings. It does not actually provide any money.
Congressional food stamp critics say
the administration has deliberately
tried to stampede action on extending
the program to prevent a more
deliberate review that could reduce
.
cheating and overspending
The program's cost will continue to
spiral, according to the Congressional
Budget Office, which estimated the cost
would rise to $10.4 billion in the next
fiscal year if unemployment reaches 8
percent, 419 some economists have
predicted.
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Schedule Of Community Events Listed

•

Thursdo . Ma) 15
Thursday,May 1$
Temple Hill Chapter No 511
Murray High School Chorus,
Order of the Eastern Star is directed by Joan Bowker, will
scheduled to meet at 7 3110 p.m. present a program at the high
at the lodge hall
school gymnasium at 7 p.m
The public is invited and there
Business and Profession.V is no charge.
Women's Club is scheduled to
meet at 6.30 p.m at the
Men's Stag Night will be
Triangle Restaurant
held at the Murray Country
tub at 6 p.m. with Bob Billington, Raz Vtllanova, Charles
Walston, and A. B. Crass in
charge of the arrangements
With Ticket From
Central Center
Murray Women of the
Merchants
Moose are scheduled to meet
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall,
Weren't Movie
North 16th Street.
p.m.
12:30
&
cm.
Sat. 10

FREE! FREE!

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7.30 p.m.at the
Ellis Center.

'kr1.4 OM Al

TERNATIONAL
VELVET
at Cine Central

Baptist Young Women of
Admission $1.00
First Baptist Church will meet
\Without Merchant Ticket/ at 7 p.m. at the home of Martha Parker,901 Stratford.
Annual Poppy Day Sale by
the American Legion Auxiliary will be held in Murray.

7.10,9.05

Puryear School Faculty will
present a three act comedy,
•'Stop The Wedding," at the
school gym at 7 p.m.
Friday,May 11
Dessert, Coffee, and Broadway Review for a benefit for
the Community Theatre will
be held by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house. Tickets are $3.50 each.

Ends Soon • ee It!
7:00,9:25
Ainerwa.n Oman,
Decamps.*
'SAM\ I.FE
ns.
.`K
/r
Una•,
No Passed
'
14

Sale of poppies, made by
veterans, will be sold today by
the American Legion Auxiliary here.

Ends Tonite• 17-:10.13:00
hiannevais
tarts Tomorrow_
GFORtvE c
iconT THIS?!
'.55 PE‘ERE

Three act play, "Stop The
Wedding," will be presented
by the Puryear School Faculty
at the school gym at 7 p.m.

2adlerrerifk Week
- 7:15,9:15

Fair Day in recognition of
014er Americans Month will
be held from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. Featured will be a
plant sale, arts and crafts
booth, refreshments, drawing
for a quilt, white elephant
sale, and blood pressure and
hearing tests.

Ends Torate 17 15920
Cruising (R)

Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 am, for
afternoon shopping.

Chem.,Si •753-3314

Late Show Fri. & Sat.
Adult Entertainment
18 or over only•

Club membership social will
be held at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.

OPEN 7:45 *START 8:15

FRI-SAT-SUN

1.0J iPPEO WORN RADIO SOUNO•

3 BIG HITS!!
put YOURSELF in THEIR place!

Holiday Hookers
ROSANNA LOWS 4110OWY1
RANDY HMS MONIM
112 LOWS AIEN1
NEU MOS MEW

BALLEW BOY
Saturday, May 17
Saturday, May 17
Friday, May at
Saturday, May 17
flobirday,May IT
Justin Greg is the name
Game Night will be held at
Annual Senior Citizens lun- chosen by Mr auld Mrs Barry
Murray &rine Club is
Square and Round Dancing
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vehicle Chapter the Oaks Country Club at 7 38 will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the scheduled to rneet at 6:30 p.m. cheon by the Hazel Woman's G. Bellew of Mayfield Route 3
Club will be held at the Hazel for their baby boy born on Friat the Triangle Restaurant.
of West Kentucky will have its p.m. with Joe and Suzanne Woodmui of the World Hall.
Community Center at 12 noon. day, April 25, at the Murray
monthly campout at Kenlake Oakley, Houston and Hazel
Calloway County Hospital.
State Park with B. C. and Or- Ray, and Susy Wells in charge
phi Grogan as wagcamisters of the arrangements.
and Dan and Carol Kelly as
Breakfast at a cost of $2 per
asustants. An Italian supper
will be served at 5:30 p.m. on person will be served from
Saturday at the Grogan camp- 730 to 11:30 p.m. at the Oaks
Country Club with Carita
site.
Lamb, Marsha Hargrove,
Donna Whitfield, and Vicki
Hazel Senior Citizens will at- White in charge of artend the Fair Day at the West rangements
Kentucky Livestock and ExBy Abigail Van Buren
position Center, Murray.
Babysitting Clinic will be
held train 1 to 3 p.m. at the
Meals for the Nutrition ProFirst Christian Church with
gram for the Elderly will be
Bill
Phillips, attorney,
served at 12 noon at the
discussing the legal responDouglas Center.
sibilities of babysitters and
DEAR ABBY: I don't know exactly how to start this, but
their families.
Calloway County Chapter of
I've just got to get help with this problem.
Gospel
Full
the
I am a young working mother with two preschool children
who need to be watched while I'm at work.
Busiriessmen's Fellowship InSecond night of Dessert,
I refuse to leave them with just anybody, so I was thrilled
ternational will hold its first
Coffee, and Broadway Review
when I finally found a woman who can come to my home
meeting at 6:30 p.m. at the for a benefit for the Communiearly every morning and stay through supper.
Triangle Restaurant with the
ty Theatre will be held by the
She is wonderful with the children. They love her and she
Prices
Rev. Ronald French of
Music Department of the MurGood
adores them, and I couldn't ask for a more reliable woman.
Louisville as speaker. This is
ray Woman's Club at 7:30 pm.
Thru
But there is one thing about her that is very hard to take.
open to all interested persons, at the club house. Tickets are
June 30
She =ells! When I come home from work I can hardly stay
1980
both men, women, and
$3.50 each.
in the house, it smells so bad. I open the windows and spray
children. For information call
air freshener all over, but the smell stays on the furniture.
What should I do? I don't think I can tell her she smells,
759-1476 or 753-6553.
Chapter M., ,p. E. 0. and I could never find anyone else with her qualifications to
look
lunafter my children. Any suggestions!
Sisterhood will hold a
Saturday, May 17
SUFFOCATED
cheon meeting at 12 noon at
Poppy Day Sale will be con- the home of Mrs. Alfred LindDEAN BuFfOCATED: You must tell her! But do it
the
by
today
ducted here
sey, Jr., with Mrs. James with kindness. Let her know that the children love
her, and you need her.Then tell her that it is essential
American Legion Auxiliary.
Parker as cohostess.
that she bathe and change all her clothes daily.(P.S.
If she is bodily clean, and her clothes are clean, she
should see • doctor. A strong body odor can be a
symptom of• serious disease.)
John Deere 200 Series
DEAR ABBY: My husband, while playing cards at the
IRA G CORN, JR
'Rectors with variable-speed drive let
home of a friend, tapped the bowl of his pipe against the rim
you change ground speed on the go
of a crystal ashtray and it cracked immediately. It was an
old and lovely ashtray and would be very costly to replace
"A woman drove me to
All feature an adiustable highNORTH
5-1S-A
ce.c
t'actor spee‘i Tr
Match
said
but
today. My husband offered his sincere apology —
drink and I never even had
with a John Deere 200 Series Tractor backed seat. roomy operators area
nothing about replacing it
•J 9 6 3
and a fully enclosed engine for
A 4-speed transaxle with variable'
the courtesy to thank her "
•A K
On another occasion, at a party in our home, a guest
comfortable, quiet operation For
speed drive lets you slow down or
W.C. Fields
•A J 9 8 7
accidentally knocked over a cordial glass and broke it.. (It
speed up within each gear without safety there s a triple-safety starling
East made a play that
system to guard against accidental
483
reducing the working speed of
belonged to a set.) She offered her apologies for the
EAST
drove today's declarer to WEST
power-operated implements There's starts Easy-to-identify color-coded
shattered glass.
And a switch that
controls
Just
clutching
475
•KQ108
shilling
no
no
drink. But she had to make
I feel that if someone breaks something in the home of
automatically shuts oft the engine
•8 6 5 2
push the variator ieve, forward to
her play look innocent. One •9 7 4 3
is in order. My husband says that hosts
restitution
another,
•K 5 2
• 3
increase forward travel speed pull it you leave the seal nth the PTO
slight bit of hesitation and 46K 9 2
are aware that accidents can happen; therefore, they should
engaged
•A 6 5 4
back to Slow down
exceedingly
or
impossible
either
declarer would have known
not use anything that is
The 212 With Model
1976,
SOUTH
To
Back
-Prices
Rolling
restitution
expect
host
the
should
Neither
replace.
costly to
his finesse would lose.
•A 4 2
breakage.
Mower
or
39"
damage
for
West led the king of
•Q J 10
Retail $2800
What is your view?
spades and declarer won the
•Q 104
READER
about
,I6Q .110 7
ace, feeling secure
00
DEAR READER: Ifs guest chip*, breaks, burns or
that suit with the strong
Vulnerable Both Dealer
soils something in the home of another, he should
spade support in dummy. North the bidding
S605
Save
make every effort to replace it. Furthermore, irre,)
r
The queen of diamonds was North East South West
placeable antiques belong in a china closet.
led for a finesse and it was 1•
Pass 2 NT Pass
See us today for a 200 Series Tractor
DEAR AB13Y: My 18-year-old daughter had a baby. The
3 NT
Pass
testing time for East.
Pass
Pass
father did not want to accept any of the responsibility, so
East was Esta Van Zandt
Opening lead Spade king
Compare John Deer Quality And This Low Low Price
my daughter decided to give her baby up for adoption in
of Houston and she knew
order to provide it with a loving mother and father. It was a
that a smooth duck couldn't
very difficult decision, but that's the way she wanted it, and
possibly hurt the chances of spite of East's enticing
we, her parents, went along with it.
the defense. But it had to be duck. The fact is that he
My question: When I am asked how many grandchildren I
smooth. Any sign of a prob- didn't and the main reason
have, do I include this child in the count even though she
lem by Esta, and declarer for that is that Esta left him
•flouncing
was adopted?
•&write
may well have played the the option of making a
LOVING GRANDMA
•Trodo-ins
spade suit himself to score mistake. If one removes the
DEAR GRANDMA: Only if you'd feel comfortable
7534348
20S Main
opportunity for error, the
an easy game.
answering the questions concerning this grandchild
After Esta's disarming opponents are bound to
that would naturally follow.
duck, declarer continued make fewer mistakes.
with the diamond 10 and
Bid with Coro
this time the finesse lost to
East's king. With the trap
South holds 5-19-B
set, a club to West's king
•J 9 6 3
and a club to East's ace pre•AK
pared the way to lock the
•A J 9 8 7
lead in dummy.
•8 3
Steven Edward Farmer
South
North
Esta led a heart to
111
received his Doctor a DenFriday and Saturday May 16th & 17th
dummy's ace and declarer 1•
1 NT
tistry degree from the Univerwas measured for his drink. 14
sity
a
Kentucky,
Lexington,
He could cash his red suit
ANSWER: Pass A miniwinners, but eventually he mum hand and there is no fit on May 10.
Farmer is the son of Edhad to lead away from the One no trump should prove as
ward W. Farmer and the late
jack of spades and West was good a partial as any.
able to score the setting
Melvia Farmer of Paducah.
Sharon
Send bridge questions to The Aces
trick.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Snyder
PU Box 12163. Dallas, Tema 75225
Granted that declarer had
with self-addressed. stamped envelope Claude Farmer of Murray
Wearing
Regular
reason to make the hand in
Route 7.
for reply
Dee Cee
Dee Cee
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Good Relationship
Beginning to Smell
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THE ACES®

219..

Murray Lawn &
Garden Center

Pai

1/1Y11
753-9

$Ao

S. E.Farmer
Geits Degree

Discover a Slimmer
Shapelier New You!

Bib
Overalls

Bibb
Overalls
Shorts
$850

• Through planned exercises,
nutritional guidance and
fitness equipment, we'll help
you get back into shape!

" Priced

At
$1 500

11040 ocreerumoeu wwwk Mendel

ERNEST BORMAN • FRANCOISE FABIAN
CORWIN sessirion DIRT • ROBERT AIDA
cr.rUL memo =worm NM AWN
w W2 WWI•=COOK*W NONINNINN
AN PA&M RELEASE

3 visits For

$300

.Dee Cee Painter Pants
Dee Cee Painter Skirts

*$5

FigureLe World

00
Carload

lAid

*

All

Featuring

"Ultra Modern Equipment
*Group Classes
'Personalized Instruction
*Sauna
*Sun Booths
'Private Shower & Dressing Facilities
9 to 8 Mon.-Fri.
4
9TOSat.
A Dun,Rusin PICTURES AIRES...IF

Dee Cee Painter Shorts
Mize

Dresses & Separates

each

Bodin Knit Separates

h

Special

Selection

Blouses, Skirts, Jeans
Calvin Klein Jeans
Calvin Klein Skirts

The Blackford
Houie

Call 753-4121
• For Appointment

(Must Be Accompanied by Parent or Guardian if Under 18)

Dixieland

Chestnut St.

Center
10111.
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Patients Listed At The Hospital

BOY
the name
I Mrs Barry
field Route 3
, born on Frithe MurrayHospital

5-12-110
Bingham, N Shady Oaks,
NEWBORN AMMONS
Murray.
R°11tem, baby On, (Batt)'),
Mrs. Sherri A. Vaughn, Rt.
RI 1,Mayflead.
1, Box NA, Water Valley;
DIIIIIIBBALEI
Mary N. Coklow, 502 Vine Mrs. Vicki N. Kesterson, Rt. 1,
Street, Murray; Mrs KAtre L. Box 411, Puryear, Tenn.; KenSohn and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box neth F. Murdock, Rt. 7, Boa
319, Mayfield; Mrs. Patricia 444, Murray; Mrs. Lame
Allbritten and baby girl, Rt. 4, Mayfteld, Rt. 1, Murray; Lue
Murray; Mrs Nancy L. J. Finney, Fern Terrace, MurBalentine, RI. 3, Box 263B, ray; James 0. Greenly, Box
Murray; Mrs Phyllis V Lusk, 53, New Concord.
Roacoe M Spiceland, Rt. 1,
Rt. 2, Box 53, Hazel; Greg A.

`Winnie-the-Pooh' Night
Lights Being Recalled
BABYSITTING CLINIC - The fourth session of the Babysitting Clinic will be held Saturday, May 17,from 1 to 3 p.m. at the First Christian Church. A local lawyer, 1181 PhItips,
will discuss the legal responsibilities of babysitters and the babysitters' families. All
young people and interested parents are encouraged to attend, a spokesman said. For
more information persons may call 753-8842. Pictured here are youngsters from a
recent session who are, left to right, Karin Elkins, Anne Bloom, jerri Weatherford, and
Amy Roos.

Pier I Imports is pleased to announce that Dian* Brame, brideelect of John Harcourt, has made
her selections from our Bridal
Registry for Decorative Accessories.
Diane and John will be married
June 14, 1980.
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ROLLINS GIRL
weighing seven pounds 15
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Rollins, ounces, measuring 21 inches,
901 Doran Road, Murray, are born on Friday, Apri125,at the
the parents of a baby girl, Murray-Calloway County
Amberly Susan, weighing Hospital.
eight pounds one ounce,
The mother is the former
measuring 2P,4 inches, born Brenda Wallace. The father is
at
21,
6:32 a patrolman with the Murray
on Friday, March
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway Police Department.
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Hopson Reagan of Paris,
Mrs. A. B. Crass, Bill Rollins, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Lucy Wright, all of Calvert Wallace of Dawson
Murray. Great grandparents SPf11188.
are Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Crass, Sr., Mr. and Mrs.
NOUN BOY
Walter Jones, Sr., Mrs.
A baby boy, Ryan Russell,
Russelline Rollins, and the was born to Mr. and Mrs.
late William Rollins of Robert Nolin of Mayfield
Mayfield.
Route ion Wednesday, May 7,
at the Murray-Calloway CounREAGAN GIRL
ty Hospital.
Jessica Erin is the name
Grandparents are Mr. and
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. David Mrs. John Norm of Mayfield
Reagan, 123 Ftiveria Court, and Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Murray, for their baby girl, Guthrie of Mayfield Route 3.
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DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm a
26-year-old female and I have
en&metriosis. I found this out
when I was 19. At that time I
had one ovary removed. Ever
since then I seem to lack the
energy and motivation to lead
the kind of active life I would
enjoy. What is this disease and
are there possible emotional
side effects from having an
ovary removed? If there are
any side effects, what can be
done to treat them?
DEAR READER - The lining of the, uterus is called the
endornetrium. It is made up of
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FREE WOMAN & NEW WOMAN Styles

RMFITS

PECHGLO® SALE
by VANITY" FAIR,
Buy 3 Pair & Save
This is your once o year chance to sove on these soft
tattle Pectsotos.ferrous for their long weonnq,
cool and comics-table ht

Buy 3& Save at these Special Prices
A Trunk Pantie
B. Brief
C. TITE Pionhe

Open Fridays IC 830 P.M.
West Side of the Court Square

5-7 Reg. 4.00, Now 3for 10.50
8-9 Reg. 4.50, Now 3for
4-7 Reg. 3.00, Now 3M, 0.00
8 Reg, 3.50, How 3for 9.00
5-7 Reg 4.00, New 3fee 10.50
8-9 Reg. 4.50, Now 310,11.50

soquirs

111/6,1 A KA/

Open Fndais til 8.30 PM
West Side of the Court Square

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

(crlie Chertis
and

.ee

Dexter; Orville C. Jetton expired), Rt. 1, Box 111, Sedalia ,
Mrs. Floe-Inc L MclOnney
(expired), Rt. 5, Box 694-14,
Murray.

Why so fatigued?

?Swam:,
Tidwell
753-0487

Paul
My/till
753-9382

Dr

03-3301

cause a shock.
It was the third public announcement regarding the
product recall within 30 days.
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission first announced
the recall April 17, the same
time Sears mailed a news
release to media outlets.
The products are being
recalled by their importer,
Danara International Corp. of
South Hackensack, N.J.
Sears, the nation's largest
retailer, said no injuries have
been reported. About 9,000 of
the lights were sold by other
retailers, and may have been
among three manufactured
with insufficient glue, permitting the front cover to detach
from the light assembly, the
company said.
Sears said the recalled
nightlights bear the following
Inscription embossed on the
orange plastic backing:
Danara International Ltd., 115
volts,'
,a watt.
The company said those
units purchased from a Sears
outlet should be returned for a
refund. The Consumer Product Safety Commission said
nightlights bought elsewhere
should be returned to place of
purchase.

HEALTH

00

Price

CHICAGO CAP) - Sears,
Roebuck and Co. appealed
Wednesday to customers to
return about 46,000 "Winniethe-Pooh" plastic nightlights
because the front cover may
detach and expose internal
electrical wiring that could

Box 306, Calvert Qty; Thege
W. U<kiberg, 507 Blair, Murray; Mrs_ Elizabeth E. Parks,
RI. 4, Box 150, Murray; Mrs.
Mable Creed, Rt. I, Box 113A.

specialized cells. They
enlarge because of hormone
stimulation during the menstrual cycle and to prepare
for possible pregnancy. They
are shed during the menstrual
period. These endometria I
cells are sometimes displaced
outside their normal location
lining the uterus. They may be
in the tube or the ovary or
even be scattered in areas
over the abdominal cavity.
In view of your story I
presume that some of the tissue was in the ovary. When it
enlarges during part of the
cycle it may cause pain and it
may result in destruction of
the ovary and that's probably
why the ovary was removed.
As long as the other ovary
is normal and functioning
properly, you should have a
normal amount of hormones
like any other woman. Your
doctor can test you to see
what your hormone levels are
if you wish. If you happen to
be low on hormones, he might
want to give you some medicine but the probability is that
you do not need it.
Your lack of energy is probably related to something
entirely different. There are
many reasons why people feel
fatigued or don't have the get
up and go that they'd like to
have. About 80 percent of the
people that complain of
fatigue have no real medical
reasons for it. In these
instances, there are usually
psychological factors involved
rather than medical factors.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 9-6,
Fatigue Feeling Tired and
Weary Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
As The Health Letter I'm
sending you explains, many
people are tired because they
are bored and others are tired
because they are depressed
The best way to combat
i
fatigue,
if it's not caused by
iedical factors, is to get
yourself involved in thins
you enjoy and like to do. Its
amazing bow much energy
people have when they're
doing the things they want to
do instead of things they feel
they have to do.
Since about 20 percent of
people who suffer from
fatigue do have a medical
cause, it is important to have
a complete medical examination. Fatigue can be caused by
any number of infectious
diseases When tuberculosis
was common that was a more
frequent cause of fatigue
Chemical disturbances associated with fad dieting is a common cause of temporary
fatigue Although severe
anemia can cause fatigue,
Iron poor blood is seldom the
real came of fatigue

Dress Show-offs
Now that the weather is worm and it is easy to get out and enioy yourself you needs
new dress or two to show-off all of that wonderful enthusiasm bright colors ond sassy styles
will transform you into a show-piece of feminine excitement Come on and take that step into a
Bright's summer with an exciting new dress Sizes for Juniors 8. Missys with prices from 22 00 to 88 00

Sunshine Sensation
The time is here for sunshine oral water for boats and skis. and the time is here for a
new swimsuit from Bright's You con find the suit that is lust right for you in the bright
selection from such names as High Tide. Dippers. Catilino Rose Marie Ref() Sassafras
Robby Len. Beech Party, Elizabeth Stewart and On The Beach There ore terrific styles in
one piece suits os well as the more daring two pieces

ft
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10 Years Ago
The Murray City Council last night
approved a lone bid for the purchase of
$1,100,000 of Murray Water and Sewer
bonds at an interest rate of 7.4648 per
cent, the highest rate that any bonds
have ever been sold by the city.
Specialist Fourth Class William D.
Schroeder is now serving with the U.S.
Army in Germany. He is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Brooks Schroeder.
Jackie Budzko, senior at Calloway
County High School and daughter of
Mrs. Patty Budzko, has been awarded
the $100 scholarship by the Business
ana Professional Women's Club.
Awarded departmental scholarships
by Murray State University were Kathy

Jo Stubblefield, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield and senior
at Calloway County High School; and
Deluth Joy Swann, daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Marvin L. Swann and senior at
Murray University School.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Calloway County High School
Lakers to become the District Baseball
champions. Johnny Rayburn was the
pitcher for Murray and Oliver for
Calloway.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wade Mahfoud on May 11, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Schlonella
on May 12, and a girl to Mr and Mrs.
Dale Burkeen on May 12.

*
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20 Years Ago
Thomas Hornbuckle is valedictorian
and Johnny L. Cooper is salutatorian of
the senior class of Douglass High
School.
Roy McDonald, superintendent of
Trigg County Schools, will speak at the
commencement exercises on May 19 at
Alrno High School.
Installed as new officers of the Murray Woman's Club at the dinner
meeting held May 13 at tbe club house
were Neva Grey Allbritten, Ruth
Pasco, Mary Ann Clark, Lanette Thurman, Nell Farmer, and Alma Lee
Tracy.. Betty Lowry. Murray, governor
of the First District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs, was the
installing officer.

Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Boyd, Jr., tripletts to Mr. and
Mrs. Howell Starks with the baby girl
and baby boy surviving, girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Frank Phillips, girl to Mr.
and Mrs. R. J. Driver, girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Heron West, and boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Lamb.
Mrs. Jim Boone, Mrs. Raymond
Hewitt, Mrs. Norville Cole, and Mrs.
Maurice Ryan were elected as officers
of the Wesleyan Circle of the First
Methodist Church at the meeting held
at the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Kyle are the
guests of their daughter, Mrs. W. H.
Henry and Mr. Henry of Denver, Cob.

30 Years Ago
A red and white Taylor Craft airplane
crashed this afternoon in a popcorn
field belonging to Buddy Ryan at North
12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray.
Wallace Holloway of Wingo and
Richard Taylor were injured.
Calloway County remains in the lead
in the number of applications for
Federal Crop Insurance on tobacco.
Mrs. Joe Page, president of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs,
will be the guest speaker at the general
meeting of the Murray Woman's Club
to be held on May 19.
"Harry Sledd of the Varsity Theatre
usually brings down the show ads every
day. He never misses being here within
one or two minutes of being in the office
at the same time every day," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.

Bible Thought
"Then Jesus said unto his disciples
II any man will come alter me, let
him deny himself, and take up his
cross, and follow me." Matthew 16:20
Personal discipline leads to effective discipleship Basically, it means
putting Christ first and self last

Prof. Joe Bailey of the Library
Science Department of Murray State
College was the speaker at the meeting
of the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American Revolution held at the home of Mrs. Joe
Bailey.
Miss Bonnie Lee Kingins of
Stronghurst, Ill., is the guest of her
parents, Mr.and Mrs. Carl /Origins.
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Garrott's Galley

By M. C. Garrott

It Took A Knot On The Head
To Turn This Golfer's Game Around
David Hibbitts, the personable young
fellow who has performed so well as
sports editor of The Murray Ledger &
Times since he joined the paper last
January, just might have stumbled on
the secret for developing par golfers.
You simply raise a knot on their
heads with a booming tee shot.
Not long ago, David was playing the
short Kenlake State Park course with a
friend, David Reeves, and was looking
for a strayed tee shot in the woods on
the second hole when they heard someone yell, "Fore", and a ball whiz
close to their heads.
It turned out to be one of Johnny
Reagan's Racer baseball players,
Mark Bean, a backup infielder from
Vienna, Ill., who had hit the shot from
some 200 yards back. They howdyed
and Bean apologized for hitting so close
to them.
Then on the next hole, the 3rd, Bibbitts and Reeves told Bean to go ahead
and play through, and he hit his tee
shot, again deep into the woods on the
right after a big rainbow slice.
Shortly afterwards, the two — Hibbitts and Reeves — felt it safe to go
ahead and hit their tee shots, as Bean
was well out rangewise, even though in
the woods, and seemed pretty well protected by the trees from anything they
might hit his way.
So David proceeded to swing away
only to watch rather apprehensively as
it, too, drifted to the right in a big slice
and headed into the woods about where
Bean was.
Even though it was going in Bean's
direction, David said later that he
didn't yell the customary golfer's warning of "Fore," because he had no idea
the ball could get through all the trees
and also because the odds were so
astronomical against it hitting him.
"I heard it hit something solid," he
said, and a few minutes later we noticed Bean sitting down, but I didn't think
much about that. I just thought he was
sitting down waiting for us to play by

golf course, because he squared himself
around to hit in that direction.
"I don't know whether it was intuition
or what," Hibbitts said later, "but I
thought I saw something in the way he
glanced at me and just to be on the safe
side!got well out of the way."
++++++
My column on Freed Cotham a couple
weeks back prompted Joe Lasater, a
neighbor of ours and who has worked in
sheet metal with the company Freed
started for something like 20 years, to
pass this little ditty along to me.
It was called "The Lighter Side of
Local 000," and taken from a union.
publication. It goes something like this:
Four union workers were discussing
how smart their dogs were.
The first was an electrical worker,
who said that his dog could do math
calculations. His dog was named "TSquare" and he told him to go to the
blackboard and draw a square, a zero
and a triangle, which the dog did with
no sweat.
The asbestos worker said he thought
his dog could do better. His dog was

4,

By The Asiociated Press
Today is Thursday, May 15, the 136th
day of 1960 There are 230 Jays left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On May 15. 1602, Cape Cod was
discovered by the English navigator,
Bartholomew Gosnold.
On this date:
In 1918, the first regular air mail service began between New York,
Philadelphia and Washington.
In 1924, Congress passed a bill setting
quotas - - by nationality - on the
number of immigrants allowed into
America.
In 1940, the Netherlands surrendered
to Nazi Germany in World War II.
Ten years ago, the Army named the
first women generals in its history:
Elizabeth Hoisiagton and Mae Hays.
Five years ago, President Ford announced the, rescue of the merchant
ship "Mayaguez" and its 39 crew
members from Cambodian captors.
The cost was to come out later: 38
Americans dead, three missing and 50
wounded.
Last year, a searing heat wave
entered its third week in northern India, with the death toll, mostly from
sunstroke, rising to almost 120.
Today's birthdays: Actor James
Mason is 71. Photographer Richard
•A vedon is 57.
Thought for today: It is absurd to
divide people into good and bad. People
are either charming or tedious. —
Oscar Wilde (1854-1900)

Thoughts
In Season

- named "Slide Rule." He instructed
Slide Rule to fetch a dozen cookies and
to divide them into four piles of three,
which Slide Rule did with no problem.
The United States,steel worker said
that was good, but he felt his dog was
better. His dog was named "Measure."
He was told to get a quart of milk and
pour 7 ounces into a 10-ounce glass,
which the dog did with no problem.
All three agreed this was very good
and that all the dogs were unusually
smart. They all turned to the member
of the sheet metal union and asked,
"What can your dog do?"
The sheet metal worker called his dog
"Coffee Break," and snapping his
fingers at him, ordered, "Show the
fellows what you can do, Coffee
Break !"
Coffee Break went over and erased
the blackboard, ate the cookies, drank
the milk, courted the other three dogs,
claimed he had injured his back, filed
for workmen's compensation and left
for home on a sick leave.
"I'll have to leave you With that, but
that's the way Joe Lasater told it to me.

By Ken Wolf
Why do some people accomplish
more than others? Is success a matter
of intelligence, luck or the proverbial
"hardwork"?
None of the above, according to
Stephen Gaskin, author of This
Season's- People 19760. He believes
that we get what' we pay attention to":
Paying attention to what we
choose to pay it in is probably the
greatest freedom we have. We all
control what happens In the
future by what we pay attention
to in the present.
This thought, strikingly similar to
the phrase "as you sow so shall you
reap" attributed to another great
religious teacher, is one of those we
tend to overlook because it is so
familiar,so obvious.
This Season's People is published and
printed by the members of The Farm in
Surnmerlown, Tennessee.

"The discipline in the school was very strict. The students were
not allowed to loiter on the way to and from school and were required to go straight home. They had monitors, who were students
selected by the teachers, to investigate all misdemeanors, unknown
to the students, and report to the teachers.—Mrs. J. C. McElrath,
Mrs. Whitnell.
"Students attending school the opening year and who are now
citizens of Murray are Ben Schroeder, Horace Churchill, Walter
Stubblefield, Charlie Moore, Tom McElrath, Hugh Wear, Eunice
Oury, Mrs. Nat Ryan and Jim Coleman.—Mrs, J. C. McElrath.
"The first graduating class from the Male and Female Institute was in the year 1874. The members were Miss Mattie -Boggs,
Miss Emma Boaz, Miss Mary Nold, and Miss Celia Bourland.
"In the year 1904 the building burned and a new subject had
just been introduced, namely chemistry, with a supply of chemicals
and equipment. It was the belief of many poeple that they caused
the fire, but of course being more familiar today with the possibilities
of such a thing happening, we know that this was not likely the
case.—I912 Annual.
"The school year was completed in the Pants Factory, the last
brick building on Poplar Street, belonging to Nat Ryan. Here the
first class graduated under the High School System, since the schools
(formerly) were under private management.

++++++
As they walked up to where Bean sat,
however, there was the ball, and Hibbitts immediately apologized for coming so close to him with the shot. "You
not only came close,- Bean moaned,
rubbing his head,"you hit me." And he
showed Hibbitts the rapidly rising knot
on his head.
Somewhat shaken up over what
might have happened — as golf balls
have been known to kill people — Hibbitts apologized even more profusely,
only to have Bean laughingly wave off
any apologies.
No problem, he said. He was fine, and
he proceeded to par the next six holes of
the round, shooting one of the best
rounds of his life.
He hadn't played much baseball during the Racers' 1960 season, either, and
a day or so later Coach Reagan, apparently noticed something different in
his backup infielder, gave him a chance
against Southern Rlinois.
Hibbitts was there that day, too, out
in left field'taking pictures, but when
Bean came to bat, he must have glanced down that leftfield line and noticed
the sports editor who beaned him on the

•

"Among the first superintendents are Professors Brannon, Holton,
Bennett Burr (Prof. Burr being the first to introduce Civil Government), Sturgis', Throup, Morrison, Thurman, Faughander, and
McReynolds. Prof. McReynolds' wife was the author of the school
song that was adopted and used today.—Mrs. Willie Linn, Mrs.
M. D. Holton, Mrs. Hugh Wear.'
A
To Be Continued
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"There were 10 graduates in the spring of 1904, two of whom
are well known to us, Stanley Pullen and Carlisle Cutchin. This
exercise was held in the old Pants Factory. There were two graduation exercises held during the two years the students attended
the Pants Factory, the class of 1905 with three graduates, and 1906
with five graduates. There was no graduating class in the year 1907
as the result of an addition of an extra year, changing the requirements of a high school from three to four years.—J. S. Pullen.
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FOR FRIDAY,MAY 16, 1980
What kind of day will encounters are recommended.
pursuits
bring
tomorrow be? To find out what Artistic
Accent
on
the stars say, read the pleasure.
forecast given for your birth creativity.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 201
ARIES
Being subtle doesn't get
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Don't be fuzzy about details. your point across but rather
Watch judgment in financial adds to confusion. Don't be
matters. The p.m. favors talked out of the purchase of
home entertainment and useful items.
CANCER
romantic get-togethers.
(June 21 to July 22) 431/
0
TAURUS
Brooding in private solves
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Finances seem uncertain, nothing. Come out of your
but travel and romantic shell and let the sunshine in,
Your personality will work
wonders. Try.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22.1 atiq
A home problem may
interfere
with
career
strivings. You'll enjoy a
private talk more than a
boisterous party. Love reigns.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 11P
Elders may seem tiresome.
Capitalize on a chance to
enjoy yourself with friends. A
party is fun and may lead to
romance.
LIBRA
22 to Oct. 22)
Mix-up possible re travel
and appointments. Tonight
you can safely mix business
with pleasure. A career tip
proves useful.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 rkel*
Share financial concern
with trusted loved ones. A trip
leads to new friends and fun
occasions. Romance and good
times beckon from afar.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 21 to Dec. 21)
You seem elusive to other.
Don't underestimate the work
involved re a new career
project. The p.m. is conducive
to intimate encounters.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
The day begins with petty
irritations, yet later your
mood lifts. Togetherness with
loved ones brings out your
best side.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Someone is hard to pin
down. Consequently your
social plans are up in the air.
You may well decide to catch
up on work or other projects.
PISCES
MICHELSON'S
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
/
Domestic disarray has you
opting for a night on the town.
The p.m. is definitely
romantic. Accept invitations
for good times.
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Murray Finds Way To Beat Caldwell Co.

_

pitch then moved up both run- took the lead on a two-run erBy DAVID Hmarrrs
ners.
Sports Editor
ror.
Then Bill Milton, who had
Either Murray's baseball
He got the last out on a
the
winning
tut Tuesday, was strikeout and went on to fan
team is tempting the hand of
in
put
another clutch spot. He six more in the last four Innfate or it's just playing cot
with its opponent until the did not wait long to meet the ings.
pitch for a two-run single
time to strike comes along.
"I just want to try to throw
After Tuesdays opening before moving to second base hard," Herndon said his first
game in which the Tigers one on the late throw home.
concern when he enters a
run proved to be all they need-Every game, it seems game in relief. "It seems I do
ed to get by Ft t'ampbell,they we've been coming back in the
better (pitching in relief). It
allowed seven runs to score sixth inning," Milton said. "It
seems more fun.
yesterday but retaliated with seems I can hit the ball a lot
If I do badly, I know I'm
11 of their own to defeat better in the tournament. With
Just doing the best I can. I
Caldwell Count) and move in- the fans here, I can concenhave to try to throw harder
to the region championship trate better.
with men on base."
game with Christian County at
The win gave Herndon a
"We were kincia down at 5-4.
3:30 p.m. toda)
After that, our enthusiasm season record of 7-0 and gave
It's been the case almost all
Miller another 20-win season
picked up. I guess that's exyear that whatever cure the
against only four losses.
perience," he said about his
doctor orders for Murray to
'The kid they threw is a real
delivery of key hits all year.
escape close calls, while adMilton was to share the
ding a few more gray hairs to
with
Taylor
coach Cary Miller each time, spotlight
is what the high spirited team moments later. After a walk to
From Staff, AP Reports
Tony Herndon, another wild
provides.
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. —
pitch
set
up
an
almost
idenYesterday was no excepMurray High freshman Velvet
tion. After Caldwell County tical hit by Taylor to score two Jones, who started the day ma
more,
giving
Murray
the lead second place tie after a first
had taken a 5-4 lead and tacked on another run to turn the it had been waiting for at 8-6.
round 82, gained a stroke on
outlook a little darker, Murray
"He (Caldwell County pit- the winner, Bonnie Overmann
catcher Bruce "Hawk" Taylor cher Michael Brown) tried to of Notre Dame Academy, with
began to ruffle some feathers challenge me with a fast ball," an 83 yesterday but slipped to
in the dugout.
Taylor said. "He got it up and fourth in the Kentucky Girl's
Exhorting "What's wrong, I went with it. He had struck High School golf tournament
what's wrong," he got the me out on a sidearm the inning after being passed by Critresponse another large Mur- before.
tenden County's Melissa Jones
ray crowd had been waiting
"Coach Miller told me at the and Owensboro's Kathryn
for in the sixth inning.
first of the year I had to Nelson.
In that inning Taylor, who assume some leadership," the
The fourth place finish was
had connected for a first inn- practical joking catcher said
a long way up from last year's
ing home run to start Murray his plugs for more chatter. 25th place in her first state
going with a 3-0 lead, added "We try not to get down on
tournament as an eighth
the final doses of tonic to any each other. I've got to get grader. The three girls who
Murray ailments.
finished ahead of her will all
them going."
With one out, David
graduating.
Murray's sixth inning rally
McMillen met the ball for a may have been too late had it
"She was pleased with
single to left field. After Scott not been for another strong
herself," Murray coach Mike
Brooks hit into a force play at relief job by Tony Herndon, Miller said. "Everybody was
second base,leadoff hitter Ed- who entered the game in the
asking, 'are you sure she's a
die Requarth walked. A wild third inning when Caldwell freshman.'

fine pitcher," Miller said,
dismayed about how his team
scored more runs aganist a
tougher pitcher than his team
faced in the first game. "He's
a real compeUtor.
"We seem to play better
when the pressure is on. We
swung the bat very well today
To go from a 1-0 game to an 117 game makes it very interesting.

LOS A
Los Ang
one mor
the Ni
A/social
but if Ka
hurting,

leadership role He has been
keeping everybody on their
toes"

Murray will now face Christian County, who defeated
Marshall County, 8-3, in the
other semifinal game. The
Colonels are now 11-13 for the
year, while the loss left the
Marshals with a 124 season
record.
Christian County did most of
"It seems like in the last few
its damage in the first inning,
years, we have hit the ball betputting together four singles
ter during tournament time.
and an error to score four
"He (Herndon i comes in
quick runs. Four more runs,
and throws strikes. All but one scattering from the fifth
of his wins have been in relief.
*through the seventh innings,
"Taylor has been doing a sealed the win for the Colreal good job assuming the onels.

Thai
Wednesd
three gai
the Phili
best-of-si
series, Is
fered a
which at
time — or

Answer
availablit
sixth gan
and to a
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pected Fr
physician

PROVIDING A BREATHER, Murray shortstop is swarmed by teammates after his seventh-inning three-run home run gave his team an 11-7 lead over Caldwell County

Murray's Velvet Jones Takes Fourth Place In Girl's State
Golf Tournament
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'She played in the top group for a cakewalk, but it turned odds-on favorite to win the tiand was nervous about play- into a fight for survival
for tle before the first ball was
ing in it. But she was very con- Overmann.
teed up this year, it figured
scientious and played
Overmann, a senior from that her first round perforsuperbly. She was putting Covington's Notre Dame mance would be duplicated
beautifully and chipped in Academy, held a seven-stroke again yesterday.
both days at the 18th hole."
lead heading into yesterday's
In fact, it was — but the
The rest of the script called final round. Since she was the duplication of that opening 75

Her Notre Dame team
didn't have any trouble
holding its first day lead,finally winning the 36-hole event
played over the Elizabethtown
Country Club course with a
score
709.
of
Host
Elizabethtown was second
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was taken care of by Melissa
Jones at Crittenden County.
Overmann, meanwhile, blew
to a final round score of 64,
which gave her a 38-hole score
of 159, one stroke better than
Jones in the fight for the individual title.
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Jabaar Scores 40 Despite Ankle
Sprain To Carry Lakers To Series
Lead Over Sixers In 108-103 Win

t

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer

LOS ANGELES AP, — The
Los Angeles Lakers need just
one more victory to wrap up
the National Basketball
Association cha mpionshi p,
but if Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's
hurting, they may be, too.
The Lakers won 108-103
Wednesday night to take a
three games to two edge over
the Philadelphia 76ers in the
best-of-seven championship
series, but Abdul-Jabbar suffered a sprained left ankle
which may limit his playing
time — or efficiency.
Answers to Abdul-Jabbar's
availablity for Friday night's
sixth game in Philadelphia —
and to a possible seventh in
Los Angeles Sunday — are expected Friday morning. Team
physician Dr. Robert Kerlan

his severs11'•

ent

said that an evaluation would
be made then to judge "what
the pain and docomfort is."
Abdul-Jabbar hurt the ankle
when he came down on it
awkwardly attar a shot late in
the third quarter. He left the
gam!, but returned in the
fourth quarter. Although limping, the 7400t-2 center scored
14 of his 40 points in the final
period and tallied a key threepoint play that broke a 103-103
tie with 33 seconds left.
Before being whisked away
to a nearby hospital for
precautionary X-rays after
the game, Abdul-Jabbar said,
"It really hurts, but I felt I had
to come back."
Playing his finest game of
the series, Abdul-Jabbar hit 16
of 24 floor shots and eight of
nine from the free throw line,
and also had 15 rebounds and
four blocked shots. Amazing-

ly, he even dominated the
game by his absence when he
went out to have the ankle examined and taped.
The contest had been tight
all the way, and Los Angeles
was ahead 6947 when AbdulJabber hobbled off. The firedup Lakers then ran off a 12-6
string to go Into the fourth
quarter with an 81-73 lead. The
76ers began closing the gap in
the final five minutes of the
contest, tying the game before
Abduklabbar's layin and free
throw and Norm Nixon's two
insurance free throws in the
final seconds.
-The difference was our inability to control the game
when Kareem went out," said
Julius "Dr. J" Erving, who
scored 36 points for the 76ers
and sparked the late comeback. "They scrambled and
gambled and put up a lead and

then we had to play catch up.''
"That lead we built up when
/Careen was out was the big
thing," said the Lakers Earvin "Magic" Johnson, who
had 15 rebounds and 10 assists
to go with his 14 points for Los
Angeles. -They came back,
but they couldn't come back
enough"
"It was the wounded animal
syndrome," said Laker Coach
Paul Westtbead, explaining the
scoring spurt. "We played
group basketball. We weren't
going to let the absence of
Kareem keep us down."
Guard Norm Nixon chipped
in 20 points for the Lakers, and
forward Jamaal Wilkes added
14.
Darryl Dawkins had 23
points for Philadelphia, and
Lionel Hollins, with 10 points,
was the only other 76er in double figures.
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At 40, Fryman Can Still Do The Job in Relief

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Bernazartl's hit rolled down Bill North in the eighth
inning. unearned runs in the first two
AP Sports Writer
the right field line just out of Tekulve gained his
fourth innings off Bob Knepper. Dave
At the age of 40, when he the reach of first baseman
save.
Parker's RBI single in the
very well might be retired to Denny Walling.
The Pirates ended a 19- eighth provided the
Pirates
his tobacco farm in Ewing,
Sanderson held the Astros to inning scoring drought with with their
winning run.1
Ky., Woodie Fryman is out four hits until the sixth inning
there pitching.
when he was removed from
And Montreal's "old man" the game with a muscle spasm
is looking like a young man in his lower back. Sanderson
these days, helping to hold up had walked Joe Morgan
to
the Expos' bullpen with his start the sixth but Fryman
By BOB GREENE
victory over the Toronto Blue
strong left arm.
retired the side to end the
AP Sports Writer
Jays.
Fryman has retired 17 threat.
In other American League
straight batters in relief, inWhile slugger Willie Horton
Cubs 5, Dodgers 2
games Wednesday, Boston
cluding 12 Wednesday night
has been struggling this
Dave
Kingman
slammed
edged Minnesota 7-6, Texas
his season with a .181 average, he
when the Expos beat the
eighth home run and drove in has been able to keep things
stopped Baltimore 6-3, CaliforHouston Astros 14.
in
three
runs
to lead Chicago perspective because of 15- nia crushed Cleveland 13-7,
"The last two or three times
out I've been in that groove over Los Angeles.
year-old Brad Hobbs, who was Detroit nipped bakland 6-5,
Lynn McGlothen, 2-0, earn- paralyzed playing baseball.
the New York Yankees cloband that's been my secret,"
bered Kansas City 16-3 and
said Fryman.
Wednesday night, Horton
had good ed the victory with relief help
breaking stuff and a good from three pitchers. Bullpen repaid the debt with three hits, Milwaukee downed the
fastball and I was hitting the ace Bruce Sutter, the last of including his first home run of Chicago White Sox 5-1.
Bill Stein also belted a twospots. It's easy to look good them, recorded his ninth save. the season.
Burt Hooton, 34, took the
run homer in the Mariners'
when you've got all that going
"This
kid
has
been
helping
loss.
for you."
•Tne through the slump," Hor- victory to back the five-hit pitMets 7, Reds 6
ching of Glen Abbott.
Fryman preserved the vicJerry Morales snapped an 0- ton said. "I've been going to
The loss dropped Toronto
tory for Scott Sanderson, 3-2,
the
hospital
everyday
to see
pitching the final four innings. for-23 slump with an RBI him and it's been helping me out of the AL East lead.
single
in
the
10th
inning
to lead keep
Abbott, 3-2, struck out five
"The old man did one heck
faith because that's what
and walked two in pitching his
of a job tonight," Expos New York over Cincinnati. life is.
John
Stearns
opened the 10th
third complete game. The only
Manager Dick Williams said.
-He slid into home and
hits he allowed were three
"This was his longest work of with a double and two outs caught
his
head
on
the
(catsingles by Roy Howell and one
the year, but it didn't seem to later, Morales — who had cher's
(
shinguard
s,"
Horton
come into the game as a defeneach by Rick Bosetti and
bother him, did it?"
said. "I read about it in the
Dainaso Garcia.
In other National League ac- sive replacement — slapped a newspape
r
and
I've
been dropAngels 13, Indians 7
tion, the Chicago Cubs beat single to left.
Pinch-hitter Harry Spilman ping by to see him.
Catcher Dave Skaggs, obthe Los Angeles Dodgers 5-2,
"I promised when I left tained from Baltimore for his
the New York Mets edged the had tied the game for CincinCincinnati Reds 7-6 in 10 inn- nati with a three-run homer in (Seattle) Sunday that my first defensive skills, made his
Angels debut by driving in five
ings, the Pittsburgh Pirates the bottom of the ninth. It was home run would be for him."
The Seattle designated hit- runs with a hone run and two
stopped the San Francisco the second straight pinch
ter scored twice and drove in singles, leading California
Giants 3-2, the Philadelphia homer for Spilinan.
"He hit a good pitch," loser two runs in the Mariners' 7-0 over Cleveland.
PhWies whipped the Atlanta
Braves 9-1 and the St. Louis Tom Hume, 3-2, said of
Cardinals defeated the San Morales'game-winning hit. "I
threw a sinker and jammed
Diego Padres 2-1.
Tony Bernazard's fifthinning double scored the only
Pirates 3, Giants 2
run the Expos needed.
Jim Bibby and Kent Tekulve
Houston starter Ken Forsch combined on a five-hitter to
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) — the record books.
walked Gary Carter to lead off lead Pittsburgh over San Buddy Bryant's
final round of
Bryant, of Paducah
the fifth. Carter went to se- Francisco. Bibby, 5-0, left the
play in the Kentucky Boys' Tilghman, ripped the 6,500cond on Warren Cromartie's game in favor of Tekulve after
High School golf tournament yard Anderson Golf Course for
grounder and scored when giving up a leadoff double to turned out to be a waltz
with a final round 69 on Wednesday, giving him a 36-hole total
of 140 and a 10-shot victory
margin in the individual competition.
Bryant's 140 total was the
lowest ever in the 45-year
history of the tournament and
his win margin was the widest
in 10 years.
"I was hitting the ball well
from the start, and I birdied
the second hole," said Bryant,
who shared the opening round
lead after a 71 on Tuesday. "I
had no idea I would win by 10
shots, but the good start gave
me confidence. And there was
no reason to think I would
blow the lead."
May 15 Through May 21st
Bryant ran into a bit of trouMay Rate Compounded Daily
ble on the front side with
510,000 Minimum
bogies at the third, fifth and
Effective Yield:
eighth holes. But he rallied on
the back side, sinking birdie
putts on Nos. 10, 12, 15 and 17
on the way to a closing 32.
Lexington Tates Creek captured the team title with an
"SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST PENALTY REQUIRED FOR
aggregate score of 627, 10
shots ahead of Louisville St.
EARLY CERTIFICATE WITHDRAWAL"
Xavier. Another three shots
back at 640 was Louisville
Trinity, followed at 642 by
Paducah Tilghman and at 643
by Boone County!'
Phil
Hatchett
of
461111116
Russellville, who had shared
I I Tor FP
the opening round lead with
Bryant, soared to an 86 on
Wednesday to finish 17 strokes
back at 157.

Horton Repays Debt By
Breaking Out Of Slump

197
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ALL YOUR AUTO PARTS. . . e:
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AT TRUE DISCOUNT PRICES! Is%
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SW
OIL
TREATMENT

U.

OIL
TREATME
NT
ADD TO OIL

•
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0

'9.

7'

8
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THE SUPER POLYMER
FINISH.. THAT'S GUARANTEED
FOR 2 FULL YEARS!

$

•

6.99
LIMIT 2 PLEASE

traps harmful
contaminants

ACE
Oft FILTERS
TRAPS HARMFUL
CONTAMINANTS IN
YOUR OIL ..KEEPS
YOUR CAR RUNNING
CLEANER...LONGER!
FOR MOST

PH-1 oilfilter

DOMESTIC
CARS!

le
e
I.
••
II •
U.
M N
I
II •
I.
Nils
•
.
11 11
U•
111111
•

1$3 00:N:
R

.
U
FAMOUS

U.
ARMOUR ALL
PROTECTANT ••

FREON
RECHARGE

CLEANS...PROTECTS.
BEAUTIFIES ALL YOUR
THINGS WORTH
SP

PUTS THE COOL BACK
IN YOUR CAR'S AIR
CONDITIONING!

te•01615.
PructertamY st

8

14 OZ
CAN
LIMIT 2

.1•Arri I II: a

It AU 110 IC
•••••• Tr,

r
i
:16
41101

CHAMPION
SPARK PLUGS

RIG
PlUGS

69'

AMU 1 SETS
RESISTOR PLUGS 83'

407
SZE

U.

MACHO mn°
RAMPS ••
3% TON

•SIMPLE
• EASY
•SAFE

nate

shack

SOUTH SIDE SHOPPING CENTER
•
SOUTH 12TH STREET
OPOISUNJAYS
1 P M Ill 6 P.M

•
11
••

Ble
U.
a2sPA...

SET WILL SUPPORT a mi
OVER 6000 LBS I
111
••
•
••
•

'17.99

GUARANTEED DUALITY. .DISCOUNT PRICES
•

mon

HEAVY DUTY...I.

TUNE UP NOW
SAVE GAS
SAVE MONEY!

,

1

100:
.
:II

8 OL
SIZE

GIVE YOUR CAR THE POLY TREATMENT!

••••11

AVAIL ABLE

•

STP

GAS

T REATMEN T

"POLY SYSTEM ONE"

Your Savings Insured to $100,000

MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

N
I▪ N
•
•

STARB RITE

11.347%

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St
753-1214

GAS

TREATMEN

af2

10.75%

1:4tHopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.

mUI
•

DO IT YOURSELF. . .SAVE BIG BUCKS!

6 Month
30 Month
Money Market Money Market
Certificate
Certificate

9.00%

• all

KEEP YOUR CAR
RUNNING RIGHT!

STP

Earn The Community's Highest Savings Rates

•

97'

SIP
GAS
TREATMENT

and gichord perity

Bryant Stolls To 10Shot Win In State

ush

150L
CAN
2 REASE

With the purchase of
1 cons of SIP Oil Treatment
or 1 on of SIP Oil Treatment
and 1 1:sottfe of SIP Gas Treatment
mod In Of,, See Doted, In Store

.
.
11
111
•
•

PROVEN PROTECTION
FOR YOUR CAR!

U.

•
•

milis
s%

11
•
111

DISCOUNT
AUTO PARTS
HEADQUARTERS me
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PHONE /53-8911
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Major Leagues

home t
14
Mahar 311, •
Onky gams atialulad

By The Amooliald Peim
MOM
lIAJ44L$E. Wait Camay I AP }
Topmeded GeMoreas Vies whipped
Maim. Cilidulais I land
132 and
Hansa balsmos dalanted Brimewie Per
yeruassa.64 -3m the as
resod of
Ow 131111,040 thaukarg Grand Pun taw.
oarotent
la atlas rositclink Brice Mame most
Moe Ilidoeller Cade 74. H.64,
Tellneber reeled Ware iddeame
I Amerika. 64, 64: Ceseisslevakia's
amelawiss Tern Maw.114.114.
17ridear7's adds Tarscay dawned•
Timo LedaI Bruel. 6-4. 64 arid
Memel armee II Spam ehmemaset
KjsiJ_____d$usdon.7-4. 74.6-i
IDLY° AP)-Rod Canis swede
ed ameniessdnd Me Jose Ling 1-4.4
7 64 Is adreance la tba smalfaids of a
11751110 international toursamont
lei • tirstemnd mach. Martha
NavreAdava dawned Mae Smith 74.4-I
FLORENCE, Italy LAP' - The
second-round matches in• W.* tourlament were paitponed became I rain
Organizers said the matches will be
payed Thursday weather permitting

Neu Yuri
Tomei
011Laatee
HOMO

•••••••"•3t 7

Detail
Orsini

e

.1

°Mime
Toms
Camp
Kamm City
Swift
thilinas
Miumota
Vredeasines Gams
Beim 7 Minrukuta I
Texas 1 EtaUnary 3
Seath 7 Tonatu 0
(Mix,. 13 sleveimd 7
Lana s. (Weald 5
New art lo. Kars tab 3
MihrsulteeI (NOW 1
GIN1/110
11Mr"
aliTa•Tv
soon 31 , at Mieramier Sc
ream 2-2
Math 'saviour 32 At 1 mom
eilincy 1.1% n

a (lemma

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
• L
GB
Purace,
II
9
10 amigo
14 11
,W111
4.1e
Phildiiplas
13 13
Ye
MS
St Lois
14 IS
SW
/Sorbed
13 15
464
Sks
New York
10 16
357
lel
WONT
thakman
• 13
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Haulm
II 12
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1
/AB Ar
14 U
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San lewd
IS *
43s
491
Wham
11 IT
-113
7
Mit Fienomo
LI a
314
9
IleamMy's Gems
!ere Vat 7. (increas &•rump
Pitaburgh 3, San Francuko 2
Phaideipha 9. /Waft 1
Ward I Haman e
2. sac Dago
k ULAN S los Angela 2
Ilarainy's
Pittsburgh hobnails C
177 Son Fray
um Wham 1.51
Stlotas
uckamit 32, at Son Diego
(Arta 3-2.. 11
2.101) •14T1M scheduled

Cypress Springs
Restaurant
Over looking Beautiful Ky

Lake

Open Daily
(Except Monday)
Phone 436-3496

Man day me MO• virtually on. rem
car tinkly Ili Oa Mal westand
prabfkraboas for the Inclisespoas MI
ming
'Wantsdiallip. as WEa sew car said
mite*der else Illeheond. wee was.
leddimake delleader lie
pole pasi
Ilia Is Met Sairdisy's goakItiontioni
Wen a ma animplainod creak at man
dela Mope
Iteadeed. Moped mom fag cedpry fer a Wyss-old brayer lady
driver, led ascleserd the veterans in
prictice leaded up to ths dart
unaliketlessa Ha was comielontily over
119 mph,sad he tumid us the Masa lap
ad practice at MAW at Friday
Saturday niereled. is he
blare
qualthretleas ewe. be kid award ut
hut Ometellipmeared Perks moor
Oa bra turn,span once, al* MIfeel sod
struck th. wall It. inun't Injured, but
the damage to the car was tad enough 4
it off the track wall today

AUTOFRTSSF

team

Indyerelierfeed
500 Winner

CARt)UEST
SUPPORTS

Sale

$1488
Westclox Tourins
Travel Alarm Clock
Durable plastic textured case, bold full
numerals, luminous dial.
No 44500 Ton

$c9s
Sale

white or walnut

s.,$l 297
No. 4911

Sleek streamlined cord model W/36 self sharpening
blades. 9 adjustable closeness/comfort settings, pop-up
trim. Model HP1131

Space Saver Pole Shelves
3 shelves of tough polystyrene plastic,
lotions.

tennis

No. 4600 Sele

Nation/Ruskin

Rubbermaid

Sponge Towels
12 Reusable
Towels, Assorted Colors

20 Gal. Refuse
Container
With steel-latch lid all
weather, can't rust or batter
out of shape like metal cons.

RRST-1 2
"N.

64
'

$499

No. 2971

Alladinware
Plastic Tumbler

Alladinware
Pitcher

30 oz.
No. 164

$...99"

Doubles Results — JacksonOutland def. Miller-Byars 8-1;

Forster
Clothespins

Carol Dick-Jones def. MerrittPryor 8-2; Catherine Dick-

20% OFF
SuperGuard
Fiber Glassbelted Tires

Ite&laceristint

3495

Heavy Duty 36
Shock Absorbers
Cut $3.50 Each
Were
$599

at nO

$4.49

TIRE.BATTERY
SHOCK ABSORBER
INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE
WHEEL BALANCE

My 3,

• Prices are rutslo prices
• ShIppong end tnstallahon ex.
Ira • Ask about Seam rredei
plans • Now on sale in oar
"H X sod "PI" rat•Ing •upple.
rnenss

*44

Motor Parts

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your A10,11's Back

Sears

& Bearings

••••• www.••••

1109 Chestnut Street

AUTOMOTIVE
CENTER

Murray 753-8311
•

dal ilk Came
703.7716

IS

DisShaver
Po k of
Sale

1
meett
Amok

Aim
Toothpaste

posable
4

Barbasol
Shave
Cream
Regular or
Menthol
11 on. Can

With Fluoride
Large 46 on. Tube

73

4
49

Sae

ei
N

SAVE $14 ON SET OF

FOUR. 401 more ride
control than standard
1-inch bore shock
absorbers

s

Rays To Give You A
More Even All Over Tan.

Bic

Two tough fiber glass
belts, two polyester
cord plies for impact resistance,smooth ride.

kiOrlf0e
Kai tellt Wit
COMParateV CelCe<1

Blanket Reflects The Sun

..$379

plus $1.74 Federal Excise Tax
OTHER SIZES ON S 4LE
TO FIT MOSTI:ARS

ItiiMIPIMMIce
Meneo-4414esum110e
4160 dm you
non/ agree Mat four
RadaWrit* or Magnum
60. shock absOrbers
cove
roe you ever hen
Monroe we replace
them sutth

..29"

Thermos Even-Up
Tanning Blanket

Large Size
Bog of SO
Spring Wood
Clothes Pins
No. 01261

SALE
...1143.05

1

Assorted Colors, Ideal
For Home, Patio, Camping

1 Gal Plus
No 301

wards 8-0; Jennie Smith def.
Kathy Culler 8-4,

resists acid.,

soap,

3898

undefeated

kir

Space Saver
Bas-Relief Sculptured Design Includes
Shelf And Shelf Top Cabinet With Sliding
Doors, Chrome Plated Poles. Available in

Adiestoble Triple Header

0; Kathy Outland def. Alecia
Merritt 8-0; Carol Dick def.

SPECIAL LOW PRICES, PLUS INSTALUITION,/MAILABLE AT
PARTICIPATING CAROUIST MIMICS STATIONS AND
GARAGES LOOK FOR THE CAM:WEST/MONROE BANNER

"We know what you mum whim you're .alldeg parts."

Norsk* Rotary Einar

Susan Pryor 8-1; Starr Jones
def.
Leslie
Byars
8-1;
Catherine Dick def. Laura Ed-

'groat stations and wipes mason

,

5117

No

..$3498

Giant Serving

Mfr's. sua. Mt $38.80

st NMI:0MM CANClurr say ,,arts Stores.

$879

Sleek styling, 36 self sharpening blades,
floating microgram heads, pop-up trimmer Model HP1132

Smith def. Edwards-Culler 8-

600C11

Pedestal Bar Stool
Block Frame With Chrome
Foot Rest. Ideal For
Kitchens, dens, workrooms
available in block or white

Norelco Triple Header
Rotary Razor

Results — Candy
Jackson def. Laurie Miller 8-

2395
Economy priced
Monroe Grippers
also available

.
I
m

Murray 9, Mayfield.

'
biaf
3•.:11
-

van or 4x4,
you know that bigger is better
Monro-Magnums are almost
twice as big as standard shocks
Bigger bore, bigger piston,
bigger oil capacity

Bar Stool

Shoot The Breeze
1200 Watt Compact
Pro Dryer
Professional Features,
Light Weight, Compact
Four Wattage Settings.
Concentrator Nozzle
and Handy Hongup loop.

Singles

Mfrs. Sug. List $29.95

MONROMAGN
UM 60'
If you drive a pickup,

s.i.$849

awl 709e Osten. teatot•s bOillo
numerals for easy night time hg,bil,t4 h,
Aar .
e second readout dial lighted
dial lk
sd0

with ease,losing no more than
four games in any one match.

shock Monroe
makes Thefirst shock to combine
five proven ride-improvement
features Instead of Just
one or two So you get a
comfortable ride and the
ultimate In ride control

95

ch/eC

Sharp Elsi Mate 4-27,
Calculator

intact, winning its
match of the year
yesterday over Mayfield, 9-0.
Murray won all of its matches

RADIA
L—MATIC'
The best riding

•

girls

its

Special Graduation Buys
Westclox Digital
"SOO" Electric
Alarm Clock

Renkyable lens makes bulb changsng lost
and easy two swivel mirrors regular and
magnctymg Model 1623

8-Digit With Liquid
Crystal Square Root
Percent Keys Plus
Independent Memory
No. EL-211

:
6

Prices Geed There Somekey
8.heserie The Itiokt Ti Lit lewsities

ninth

1097

wawa

kept

Uncle Jeff's
Health itt Beauty
Aid Dept.

Looking Good 4-Way
Lighted Mirror

record

shock absorber In
the world Bigger, tougher
and more sophisticated
than those that came with
your car Precisely valved and
calibrated for a smooth,
stabre, comfortable ride
and better control
Mfr'S. Sug. List $19.95

Two MT.*

Murray

11144614,.11446411111.
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Win Streak
Still intact
For Murray

'MONR
O-MATIC
The bestselling

'When you're looking
for quality at a
savings you don't
need to look further
than your CARQUEST
Auto Parts Store
And right now the big
savings are on
*crime Shock
Absorbers_ Save
Plenty with great
buys on Monroe
Shocks and save
yourself some piece
of mind with a safehandling vehicle"

gCJ. • a •
'
.. ,m [
PEW ADAM •
di •''• se WI •••.•
M•li••111

Angeles

TMONROET

.111.1•••••••
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•
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keep

By The Asmerated Press
Championship Finals
3.141 &am
%day,May 4
Las Angeles 109, Philadelphia 102
Wednesday, May?
Philadelphia 107, Los Angeles 104
Saturday, May 14
Los Angeles III, Philadelphia 101
day, Mry II
Philadelphia 10$,Los Angeles 102
Wednesday's Came
Las Angeles 104 Philadelphia 103, Los
leads series 3-2
Frlday's Gone
Los Angeles at Philadelphia, r n
Saorlay's Game
Philadelphia at Las Angeles, d
necessary

SHOCK
SALE
I

S

_

as •
I ••••
••••

By Ti.Masehmed Fred
ISASKETSALL
Melded Ileeltedell Arearidisa
KANSAS CITY KINGS - Signed Cotton Fitutramona, Mad mach to•fouryear contract.
FOOTBALL
Nader'Feelball League
ATLANTA FALCONS - Signed Ricky
King, wide renew; James Warn.
detersive mod; George Portella and
Richard %aro, placskickers, Aldrich
Allem, linebacker ; and Charles Ha-man.
offeasive pant
BALTIMORE COLTS - Signed Ray
Donaldson, center, to • series of oneyear cataract'. Signed Matt Reed,
quarterback, as a free agent
ST LOUIS CARDINALS - Signed
Doug Marsh, tight end, to a series Ifoe
one-year contracts.
WASHINGMN REDSKINS -- Signed
Neil 00rewica linebacker, to•series of
three-one year contracts. Signed Torn
Burgess tight end.
COLLEGE
KENTUCKY STATE-Named Slim A
McKinme Jr. head basketball coach.

BOXING
NEW YOHK AP - The animal. of
the Mutammal Ali-Larry Hokum World
Bowing Council boo noseight title tagra
says the bout, which will mark Alfa
return to the ring from rettreenent, will
take place in this comtry sometime se
Amulet
Murad Muhammad said Wednesday
Oat the undefeated Hoboes,and All. will
meet in the United States•late summer
tether than in Braid on July 11 The
163-44 klarocana Stadlums in Rio it.
-Unser° was to be the site tad was ruled
out became of several problems, one
which was complaints by the stadium
executive that construction of the ring
and seals would damage the gram at the
heightIthe soccer amon.
The tout would be televised via naiad
circuit to arenas and theaters Arvind tre
country, Mired Muhammsd said.
AUTO PLACING
INDIANAPOLLS (API - The fastest
driver all month at the Indianapolis
Max Speedway was "starting all over
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Sports In Brief

At A Glance
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Signal
Mouth

Riopan

Wash

Antacid

...•
•

Liquid

,UM
a

a
m
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o
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i

and

Dial Soap
Bath Size

120z Bottle
UM

(Gold)

$108

Jamboree
Pure
Grape Jelly

•

Low Sodium
12 Oz Battle

w.

,

2 f., 69'

,n
440.$1 319

Geritol
Tablets
Iron
And Vitamin Tonic
High Potency

40 Tablets

GRAPE JELLY

$038
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Boat Seats

Minnow Bucket

W/Swivel

Reg. $5.77

$997

$
677

1.1
e•is•

M
%

W Arms

W Out Arms

111" vs ••• U•
En lir
•••••10I•b• •••
•111•N

Oid Pal
Floating Metal

HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY
orne items not exactl as •ictured
Viso& Master Chortle Accepted

C othing Dept, Minnow Bucket

Model 949
22 Cal

Reg. 4.79

349

Pistol $7700

Slk$
Ladies Casual

Placemats
3/$10o

•

II

But I Pair Get The Second Pair
Of Equal Value Or Less For

•
•

Tops and
Shorts

Pullovers

L,

By Wrangler
$633

20% Off46x

Sok

Entire Stock
Men's Work

Men's Western

Shirt

Boots

2O%

Rea S
Solo

Off

Great Gift
For Graduation

Haugerhide

Boat Seat
Covers

Fisherman Chair
Complete With Rod
Holder and Tackle Box
Reg. 14.97

CAMP STOOL

av

$477

4

Reg $8.17

3 in 1 Chair

YI

Trifold Billfolds
Two Fold Billfolds
Key Case
Leather or Denim

Fishing
99 Light

The Convertible

Levi
Accessories
Button Front
Reg. $13.99
516-13'10

Styro - Lite
12 Volt
Floating

Bundle

Men's Short
Sleeve Dress
or Sport

Boots

id

owen,
Crappie Rigs
$1 37

Boy's Short Sleeve

Reg. $7.99

II
ill

Flaw-Doi

9

Rawhide, Blue, Green, Ivory $
CM

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardw
are, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids,
housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the
lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
7\iar
;
Marble
Lawn
Chips
Lime ,
50 Lb.

Reg. $2.17

Sale

$ 9.9
1

Garden
Rakes-HoesEtc.

Grass
9
$1 9
Shears
Sale

Sakrete
80 Lb. Reg. $4.17
$300
Sale
Fescue

Rye

Lawn Seed
5 Lb. Bags
11
.
61101
.
1111
•
1.1•111111.

NVAI L ABLE

Mercury
(Quicksilver)
Johnson
Evinrude

Reg $9.67

$800

All At Uncle Jeff
'
s
All At Low Prices

Reg. $2.27
White
Med. Size

Sole

WU?:

i

Outboard
Oils

National,
10W30
Motor
Oil

150z. Cons

10W/30
National
Motor Oil
Limit 10 Quarts
Reg. 68'

59

Replacement
Handles

904E.d,
Garden
Dust
$1 99

Rake-Hoe-AxePick Shovel-Post DiggerSledge

1-0*
,4,‘‘

First

\,

Quality

\

Sevin 5 - 4 lb.

A Qviwi

$3

87

Triple Action - 4 lb
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For Professional Performance
MURRAY LIONS — Ralph
Bogard, pictured top left, Is
shown with Groover Parker,
program (*alma/ for the
Murray Liege Club, after he
spate on "The Mae WWI
Rebell% la Wracks" at the
dab iseetiss us Tliesday at,
the
C•loal•I
House
Smorgasbord. Bogard recently had a cornea transplant at
Memphis, Tem , and his eye
Is accepting the transplant
thus far without complications. He lost the sight of his
eye from complications from
shingles. New club members
welcomed by G. T. Lilly,
president, were, bottom photo,
from left, Lewis Bossing,
George asaponis, Bill Batley,
and Steve Sammons.

In Pu

Local CEC Chapter Receives Award
During the 58th annual convention of the Internauteuil
Council fur Exceptional
Children iCECi recently held
in Philadelphia, Penn., the
Murray State University
Student CEC chapter received
the highest award given to
chapters by CEC for
professional performance.
The 1980 CEC Award for Excellence‘vas received by only
6 ow. oil- 990 chapters located
. hrowthout the U.S. and

Canada.
According to Rusty Welch
10EC Acting Executive Director, the N1SU SCEC chapter is
uruque in that it is the only
student chapter to ever
receive the Award fur Excellence. The award is based
on an extensive program of
varied professional activities,
planning, record keeping and
public relations, professional
communications, arid a
demonstrated involvement in
the decision [tusking process of
CEC on the local, state and
national level.
The 1980 Award for Excellence was based on the
professional activities arid

Glascow May Be
Forced To Cut
Back Financially

GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) — A
possible 10 percent decrease
in the city's occupational tax
could force the city to cut back
financially, says the common
council's finance committee
chairman.
But before the city lays off
any employees, it would cut
other services, chairman Phil
Carrier told council members
this week.
A survey of 12 Glasgow
manufacturers showed an
average 9.4 percent decrease
in overall employment since
January, Cartier said. This,
coupled with a decrease in
A joint Canada-United overtime hours at factories,
States defense board approv- will take quite a slice out of the
ed construction of the Alaska city's occupational tax, he
Highway in 1942
said.

projects undertaken by MSU
SCEC members during the
1273-1979 sclauul year under
the leadership of Bruce
Seyinuur, SCEC President,
and Dr. Ralph Hausman,
SPEC Faculty Advisor.
Seyinutu., a graduating senior
in the Learning and Behavior
Disorders program, is from
Vine Grove. An active member of SCEC, Seymour is
currently completing a yearlong term of office as the Vice
President of Publications for
International Student CEC.
lit another ceremony during
the same convention, 'lie
Executive Committee lpf the
International Student CEC

presented Dr. Ralph Hausman
with a statenient of appreciation fur his work is
Faculty Advisor of the Mal
SCEC chapter. He was among
approximately seven Faculty
Advisors in the US arid
Canada so recognized. Serving iii this capacity since
1976, Hausman has coiltinuously encouraged the
students' involvement iii
professional activities. During
this time, three inember,s
have served as the state wide
SCEC President while two
others have served as the
state wide SCEC Governor,
the liasion between the Ky
SCEC President arid the

By
„AP Spec
NEW t
farmer ha
horses
In his
that the
among the
get half a
son one-th
one-ninth.
the horses'
Stick arc
It's one
designed to
nation's b

national SCEC Executive
Committee. Hausman's
students have &Ise been involved in a variety of local service projects and presentations. Varying students have
participated in ten state level
presentations and seven
national level presentations.
Three other students are coauthors with Hausman on two
nationally distributed articles.
The Council for Exceptional
Children is an international
organization of approximately
65,000 members, all of whom
are Involved in working with
handicapped and/or gifted
children. CEC headquarters is
located in Reston, Virginia.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS--REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON

Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

753-6434
RADIO SHACK PRICE FREEZE!
NOT ONE SINGLE ITEM PRICE HAS
INCREASED SINCE JULY 1, 1979
We promise to hold the line against inflation
with no price increases through at least June
30. Shop now and get the full benefit of low '79
prices in '80!

Division of Ashland Oil, Inc.

•Groceries
•Noalth & Beauiy Aids
'Gas
•Snack Items
Prairie Fenn'

Hurry! Save
25-42% on These
Great ShacIeValues

Electronic

UPER SAVE

Beach Ball Coupon
High Performance AM/FM Stereo Receiver SPECIAL
PURCHASE

STA-100 by Realistic'

BREAD

•

2F.,79c
Field's

BACON \\44079c
12.1.aka

"
"

Charles

CHIPS
$iLb. 69

Saye
120

Gia
GS•
us

onnr,
Upgrade your stereo system with this beautifully
designed receiver at 42% savings! Features
FM muting for noise-free tuning, tape monitoring
and dubbing Jacks. color-coded LED mode indicators. Rated 22 watts per channel. min RMS at
8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz. with no more than
0 1% THD Hurry! 31-2089

250

Hurry,
Limited Supply—
None Sent By Mail

Inflates to 32" around. Made
of extra-heavy vinyl. Extras
69C each.

L51

CTR-48 by Realistic

Save EvertMore On This
Complete Hi-Fi System

Save
1608°

$399

• Realistic STA-100 AM FM
Stereo Receiver
• Two MC-2001 Speakers with
8" Woofer, 2' 2 Tweeter with
60-17.000 Hz Response
• LAB-58 Changer with Base.
Hinged Dust Cover. Adj.
Tracking Force, Anti-SkatIng,
S19.95 Magnetic Cartridge

Save
40%
188

Reg. Separate
Items 559.80

VISA'

16 oz. -Speck

801 Coldwater Road
at 5 Points

. Capture family events on
tape, record "talking letters
Auto-Level recording, Auto'
Stop. pause control, and builtin mike make it really easy to
use LED battery record level
meter With earphone. carrying case Batteries extra

Wireless 2-Station FM Intercom

LCD Digital Alarm Watch

By Realistic

By Micronta

Easy-to-use — lust press Talk-Bar to
speak. and the Lock-Bar to listen
FM arid squelch combine to reduce
static. Nothing to install— lust Plug n
Talk''
43-212

s.

WHEREVER YOU LIVE. WORK OR PLAY. THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU!

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
DIVISION Of TANDY CORPORATION

0

Tape
not
,ncluclen

14-802

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

41
$139

B

Cassette Recorder Value!

88 Save
A°15 40%

PEPSI 1[PEP811111111

68-1052

0.fr, Gime si Partiopslon Mad,. Shari Vores arol 0,11,,.—

9:30-7:00 Mon.-Fri.
9:30-6:00 Sat.

95 Save

29

Aels 25%

The perfect gift for guys. grads and
Dads Continuous display gives upto-the-second accuracy. Press a but- ton for day and date. 24-Hr. alarm
Ad) band. With battery 63-5005
Most lien,• 4
also ava.lable a!
Radio Sh
Dealers
look or IN%
stir in your
n ghbor h004:11

A

Radio
lhaek
OF ALE0

Closed Sun.
PRICES MAY VARY Al INDIVIDUAL SI()RES

Sout
00000

000000000too

ii

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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In Publication 'Inside AIP'
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BYRON 'S PDHISACRouANCT

Puzzles Tease Nation's Best Brains

By JULES LOH
...111) Special Cerrespeaciegn
NEW YORK LAP- A
farmer had three eons and 17
horses.
In his will, he bequeathed
that the horses be divided
among the sons, the eldest to
get half of them, the second
son one-third, the third son
one-ninth. How did they divide
the horses?
&kis around for the answer.
It's one of the puzzles
designed to tease some of the
nation's best brains. It ap• red Ins li tl •ubh

Executive
,usman's
been 111f local seri presendents have
state level
seven
ientations.
Is are cow on two
)(I articles.
xceptional
ernational
-oximately
I of whom
rking with
or gifted
quarters is
irgirds.

called "Inside AIP," the XRBNGLNL plus XEPN- dig
"Some of them phone us to
one hole?
newsletter of the American In- WLNL equals XXXGNNNHN
The puzzle editor for "Inside confirm their answers
stitute of Physics.
The same letter garals for the AIP" and Brauer. Sate pro- because they can't
wed will
We have about 900 names same digit wherever it ap- fesses
not to enjoy puzzles par- the next issue," she said.
on ow circulation list and they pears — except for one. One ticularly
"One physicist, a vice presi, except for
include Nobel laureates as letter is wrong. Which one?
crossword puzzles, at which dent at Douglas Aircraft, sent
well as school kids in the mail
Here's one for the kids:
his answer in the form of a
she is a whiz.
room," Audrey Likely, the
Tim, Joe and Sam are diggOnly once in her memory, limerick. I guess the message
editor, explained. "We try to ing identical holes in a field.
she said, and it happened just is that physicists like to have
strike a balance, some for the When Tim works with Joe, Last
week, has she printed a fun, too."
Ph.Dis, some for the school they dig one hole in four days.
All right, end of suspense
bum puzzle.
kids."
When Tim works with Sam,
"Can't be done," an irate Here come the answers.
Here's one for the Ph.Ds:
they dig one hole in three physicist wrote her. "Neither
It takes Tim, a slowpoke, 24
Letters
have
been days. When Joe works with Joe nor Ted nor Sam nor Sue days to dig a hole alone
substituted for numbers in this Sam, they dig one hole in two
The wrong letter, obviously ,
could have won the French
addition
problem: days. When Tim works alone, prize." Just so. Apologies
will is the first X in the answer. It
BHLLNL
plus how long does it take him to be made next issue.
should, of course, be a W. The
"Inside AIP" is chock full of sum, clearly, is 15,622,272
erudite information of special That's enough. Figure out for
interest to physicists in yourself the three numbers
various branches — optics, that add up to that.
Oh, yes, about those horses
acoustics, theology I "things
that flow," a rheologist ex- Borrow a horse from a
plained, "think of catsup" neighbor and make the diviastronomy, crystallography sion among 18 horses: nine,
— but the puzzle, according to six and two. That adds up to
editor Likely, is a favorite 17. Just right. Return the borrowed horse. Simple.
feature of all of them.

506 N 12th Murray, Ky

Olympic Plaza

'none 153 2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

We
Have
Ambassador
Graduation
Cards
-)

Percogesic

399

Analgesic
For Enhanced
Relief Of Pain
Contains No Aspirin

$

bout One
. --

GREATEST SALE EVER!

Open
,
9-9
z fa A D.,,•oi.• jaw .._-_-,—
Mon.-Sat. t OINTMENT
Fast Soothing Relief
and
c •Diaper Rash •Abrasions
1 : bi
•Minor Burris •Chafed Skin
1-6
Sundays
4 oz
limit One

„...-z;

A.-D

73

$1 29

C

...

•

RHULIGEL
Analses. Apeslbetw

1 69

It's ri lot $
more than
just calamine

Shop Tucker T.V. for the best buys in town
on ,a4Z4r_f____Wr" TV's and stereo equipment.
Sale Starts Friday, May 16
Thru Saturday, May 24

TUCKER TV
753-2900

Televisions are not a sideline for us. . . We devote
our full time to sales and service of electronic products.
000000

000000

L.m., One

We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescripbons and workman's Compensation

-r COLOR REPRINTS

Tucker TV...Where you still get the best service as well as quality TV's.

1•914 Coldwater

GEL

i

.........P1111.1.11.1,00000.111.1.10000000000000
lllllllllllllll lllllllllllll 11111 lllllll.1111.1.111
llllll

Color
COMMITTEE WORK ENDS — Sen. Richard Weisenberger, D-Mayfield, listens to testimony during a final
meeting of the Senate Counties and Special Districts
Committee, which hr chairs. House and Senate committees will combine during the upcoming legislative interim to study the issues that will come before the 1982
session of the General Assembly. The 1980 General
Assembly adjourned April 15 after an unprecendented
two-day veto session, during which one of 17 gubernatorial vetoes was overriden.

Print
Bonanza
..

.GET BEAUTIFUL COLOR REPRAIS FROM YOUR ,Avoit,T
E
IRODACOLOR FUJI FOCAL OR C II NEGATIVES
GIVE
'
EX,s1TAnrossi AitnATTO:X=
' ''.'4
I
C ir.::',*_,e
N NEGATIVE SIZE

f ":. ,i,

116

EACH

-.,

Prices Good Thru May 22nd
•

s
s
I
s
s
s

4 PRICE
High Back

Water Beds

Boston Rocker

Queen Size Set

Finest Quality

$5500

$17995
Drastic

Reductions

$295°°
Storewide

CRASS FURNITURE
South 3rd
81111111111.1 lllllllll

( AVAIL ABLE

llllllll 11111 lllll 1111 lllllllllll 1111111111/11111111111 1 11 1

Murray, Ky.
llllll 11111111111,1111 llllll 1 lllll 111 llllll 111111 lllllllllllllllllllllllllll

-e: p

...........4..urum..,

1...”.

Serta Bedding

1

citrhAtiZ1

llllllllll lllllllll llllll 1111111111,111$11111,
11111 llllll111111H11111111111

Broyhill Sofas
Stratolounger Recliners
Stratford Sofas
Hide-A-Beds
Occasional Chairs

•

lie

753-3621
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Deaths & Funerals I

Mark W. Mardis
Dies Here Today;
Funeral, Saturday

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
I AP — The Kroger Co. has
announced it will build a
specialty bakery in Bowling
Green.

Memorial Services
Planned Saturday
For Mr. Broadbent

Mark W Mardis of Dexter
Route 1 died today at 7:35 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was 74 years of
age and a retired construction
worker
The Calloway man was a
member of the Church of
Christ. Born Oct 2, 1905, in
Marshall County, he was the
son of the late Jun Mardis and
Laura Mardis.
Mr. Mardis is survived by
Ins wife, Mrs. Eulala Burkeen
Mardis; two sisters, Mrs. Etta
Stroup, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Minds Pittman, Paducah;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Palestine
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 11 a.m. on
Frtda

Pr-7

Memorial services for
Harold Dean Broadbent,
father of Mrs. Pete (Penny
Morgan of Murray, will be
held Saturday. May 17, at 7
p.m. at the Memorial Chapel
of the Azighn Funeral Home,
Dover. Tenn
The eulogies will be by
Gerald Tenny and E. J. Pratt.
Mr Broadbent, 47, was
reported missing from the
towboat of the Brent Towing
Transport Company on which
he was first mate at 9:15 a.m.
on Tuesday, April 22. The
towboat was traveling on the
AWARDS — Jamey McMillen (middle), past president of the Murray-Calloway County
Mississippi River near Tipton'
Jaycees, presents the Presidential Award of Honor to Walt Apperson (left), publisher
vile, Tem.. when he was
reported missing.
of the Murray ledger and Times, and the Press Award to Gene McCutcheon, the
A search has been connewspaper's managing editor. The awards were presented in recognition of the
ducted, but the body has not
newspaper's support to the local organization
been recovered as yet. Fellow
workers reported that BroadDetails Waste, Bungling Found
bent was painting on the back
of the boat and was last seen
about 15 minutes before he
was discovered missing.
Mr. Broadbent, a resident of
EDITOR'S NOTE — Is $1
NEW YORK (AP) — In five curate. Some had whole apartRoute 2, Dover, Tenn., was a billion of taxpayers' money weeks as a
ment buildings listed twice,
supervisor at a
member of the Bumpus Mills being well spent for the cenwhile others failed to register
Manhattan district office of
Church of Christ, Bumpus sus' To fiad out, Associated
those households for which
the U.S. Census Bureau, I
Citizens
Mills, Tenn., and a veteran of Press writer Malcolm N.
Senior
The
questionnaires had been
found waste, inefficiency and
Greenhouse. locted behind St.
the Korean War. Born May 30, Carter worked for more than a
received.
lax management existing
John's Episcopal Church, 1932, in Montgomery County, month as a census supervisor.
—And there were reimalongside an effort to make an
Tenn., he was the son of John He identified himself on his
West Main and Broach
bursements to crew leaders
accurate count.
Broadbent, who survives, and application as an AP writer,
Streets, Murray, will have a
for expenses not incurred,
I worked as a crew leader in
but nobody seemed to notice.
sale on Saturday. May 17. the late Louise Reid Marklin.
such as taxi fares for crew
charge of eight enumerators,
Survivors include his wife, The following story details the
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
leaders who rode in carpools.
who went to households from
Mrs. Peggy Tubbs Broadbent, waste, disorganization and
Confronted with this inside
A selection of tomato and
which questionnaires were not
to whom he was married on bungling he found.
view of the census he adpepper plants along with a
returned by mail, and
Dec. 13, 1957, Route 2, Dover,
ministers, Director Vincent P.
selection of flowering and
discovered these lapses at the
By MALCOLM N.CARTER
Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs.
Barabba commented, "Yours
green plants are still
North Manhattan office:
Pete ( Penny) Morgan, MurAssociated Press Writer
is not a unique experience.
available, according to a
—A whole week went by
ray; his father, John Broadspokesman for the group.
Our system is not perfect."
with virtually no work by any
bent, St. Louis, Mo.; one
Saying that the waste was
Regular hours of the
of the 38 crew leaders. At the
brother, C. W. Broadbent,
greenhouse are Monday and
not troubling compared with
end of the week, which cost the
Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 12 Detroit, Mich.
the private sector, Barabba
government more than $7,600
The family requests that exadded: "I haven't heard about
noon and Thursday from 1 to 3
in wages, the crew leaders got
pressions of sympathy take
anything out there that I don't
p.m.
overtime pay over the
For • information persons the form of contributions to
think we can handle...My
help
weekend
the
office
to
The
Calloway
County
guess is we get a helluva bang
may call Kathie Gentry, 759- the Stewart County Rescue
staff catch up on paperwork.
.991, or Obera Stagner, 753- Squad, Dover, Tenn., or the Chapter of the Full Gospel
for our buck."
In
other
weeks,
they
put
in
onLake County Rescue Squad, Businessmen's Fellowship InHe also said that New York
334.
ternational will hold an ly 10 to 12 hours for 40 hours' is one of the most difficult and
Tiptonville, Tenn.
and,
pay
in
of
effect,
$204
got
organizational meeting on FriIt can leave
aberrational areas in the
day, May 16, at 6:30 p.m. at $20 an hour instead of $5.10.
home
country, if only because a 12C your
—Enumerators
get
two
days
the Triangle Restaurant.
underinsured.
day transit strike may have
of
training,
by
the
book,
and
Guest speaker will be the
stalled mail and delayed
Rev. Ronald French, who then get paid according to the return of the forms.
Ask us about
The funeral for Mrs. Lillie
grew up in England, and is number of questionnaires they
oe a built-in
Of the Census Bureau's 409
Outland, widow of Finis now a
minister of a church in complete. But our bosses said district offices nationwide,
inflation guard
Outland, is being held today at Louisville.
they did not yet have the lists
Manhattan has five, including
It automatically 2 p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Butch Turnbow and Gary of households which hadn't North Manhattan, where I
increases your
Churchill kuneral Home with Lamb,
responded
and
told
by
us
mail
local
leaders
in
the
worked. That office is counpolicy limits to
the Rev. Dr. Walter E. organization
of the group, said to train for an extra day. The ting the individuals in 125,000
meet your
Mischke, Jr., and the Rev. the three-fold
for
waste:
my
$298
eight
purpose of the
households.
changing
Robert Farless officiating. fellowship
is to witness to enumerators and perhaps
But there are problems
protection
Gus Robertson, Jr., is soloist God's
North
$6,000
Manhattan.
for
presence and power, to
elsewhere, too. "Things are so
needs.
with Mrs. Mary Farmer as provide
—
Ironically,
these
a basis of Christian
disorganized in the office that
Bob Nanney pianist.
fellowship, and to bring about enumerators got less than a I have not ruled out
Sam and Richard Gardner,
week's
work
in
the
end.
And
a greater measure of unity.
sabotage," declared a crew
Ins.
Bill, Tommy, and Sam Bates,
l'his special fellowship is while some of the same census leader in the South Manhattan
and
Stan
grandOutland,
all
takers
107 N.4th Murray
were being let go,
open to all interested persons
office. Saying he may quit in
sons, are serving as
— men, women, and children, others were being recruited.
disgust, he added that lists
753-49371
pallbearers. Burial will follow
—Crew leaders were told to
according to Turnbow. For inwere in such disarray he exin the Murray City Cemetery.
Representing:
formation persons may call hire fewer enumerators than pected the count to be wrong.
Mrs. Outland, 87, died Tuesthey could supervise so the
FEDERAL KEMPER
759-1476 or 753-6553.
"I know that work is being
day at the Murray-Calloway
work could be extended and
INSURANCE COMPANY
done that doesn't need to be
County Hospital.
they could prolong their jobs.
done," he said, "and all we're
She is survived by two
—The Lists of households to
LOUISVILLE. Ky 'API i USDA daughters, Mrs. Jack Gard- Estimated receipts cattle and calves be counted, called Master Ad- doing is enumerating clerical
ner, Murray, and Mrs. W. F. 400; riot enough of any class for accurate dress Registers, were Mac- errors.'
price test
His experience points up
Bates, Hazel; one son, Pogue
Utility cows 44 00-49 50. couple up to
certain inconsistencies. While
Outland, North Palm Beach, 51.50; few canner and low cutter 39 Si.
the crew leaders in the North
Fla.; 13 grandchildren; 26 43X.
Prices of Aocks of local ..itereat 01 11
Ica MPERM
. .
Slaughter bulls grade 2 405-910 lb 49.50Manhattan office were allowxi CST today furnished In Th. Murray
great grandchildren; one 53 25, low choice 205-230 lb vealers
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan ed to waste entire days each
9100,
great great grandchild.
Ccrp.,of Murray,•
Calves untested,
week,the South Manhattan of+372
Industrial Average
Feeder steers large frame 2 330-470 lb
fice made him work every day
Air
Products
430547
50.
package
604
lb
54.90.
IMIDW
weer Imam gi41
55.
unc
Arnencan
Motors
Heifers too few to quote, for the week
plus overtime to help
3494+
Ashland
slaughter steers 205.300 Ngher; heifers
straighten out botched adAmencan Telephone
1 00-2.00 higher, however quality rather
Chrysler .
1% wic
dress registers.
unattractive compared to a week ago,
2294-5.
Ford Motor
cows steady to weak. bulls steady.,
Crew leader training, which
GAF
calves and . vealers 400.400 higher.
General Care
no trade
began on Census Day, April 1,
feeders 200.300 higher, instances 5 00 General Dynamics
6294+44
tagher, best outlook in trading period
was supposed to run four days.
449444
General Molars
centered on $00400 lb heifers.
1V4-64
General Tire
But the field operations
Hogs 1100. barrows and gilts 1-2 215-265
18% ma
Goodrich
assistants, FOAs, in North
lb 29 90-30 15. Zs 200-275 lb 29 50-29 90, 2-3
11%-%
Goodyear
37911+ 14
214275 lb 26,20.2954, few 295 lb 2300. Gulf Oil
Manhattan stretched it to five
14%
sac
Hardees
RITZ. sows steady, 1-2 300-500 lb 24 00because the office clerks were
3694+ 5.
Heublein
2200, 500-575 lb 25 00-25 50. boars over
1979 Meats Carle
53 unc
IBM
700 lb 25 50-26 00. for the week barrows
running behind in compiling
17%13,17%a
Jenco
and gilts mostly 75 lower, sows 400.200
Approximately 19,000 miles, burgondy, burgondy
address registers.
Kmart
lower. full decline on weights over 450 lb
loth interior, power steering, power brakes oir con71-44
Pennwalt
Sheep 25, represented classe0 steady,
Quaker Oids
2994-44
few choice spririg slaughter Lambs 93-129
ditIoning. tilt wheel, AM-FM
3341+16
Texaco

Local Full Gospel
Businessmen Set
Meeting On Friday

We are celebrating the opening of our new store in Paris
with special low prices on all merchandise at both stores.

COLOR TV
25% sharper
color pictures
than ever before
possible!
F

COMPUTER
COLOR
111OUCH-11.1NE TV

keep

Griio, GM f

Wch Genuine GM Ports

IS

OM QUALITY
~CIF PANTS
uzitrudoa. morabs Parrs

DWAIN TA YLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
641 South

753-2617

It

Corrections & Amplifications
The twirler pictured in Tuesday's edition at the Miss
Kentucky Lakeland Twirling Pageant was incorrectly
identified. She is Jennifer Brewer, daughter of Larry and
Connie Brewer.
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles
That is the purpow of this column. To report an error or need for
clarification please call 751-1918.

WE WELCOME

NANCY

HEY, 'V
WHAT'
TH I 5 -;

BEETLE

GLJE5
COFPEI
COLE

BLONDIE

clearer picture thon ever before
possible In addition you con
receiVe up to 90 channels.
. silently efsimply by touching any
fortlessly electronically
two buttons on the computerized keyboard Or if you
prefer. relax in your favorite easy choir and operate your set by
remote control Change chat nels. odiust the volurne turn the set on., off
mute the sound. It's as easy as o push button phone As accurate as a computer And
all Magnavox Touch-Tune TVs we 20 channel
Coble-reody to sore cable subscribers the extra cost
of unsightly CATV converters
$

AVE 10000

I.

Federal-State Market New, Service
May 12,1960
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Martel
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts Act IN Est 450 Barrows &
Gilts 50-.75 higher Soars steady 50
higher
US 1-2 200-290 lbs
629 50-30 00
US 2360-240 the
*2922-29 55
US 23)40-224 Ibis
$26 25-29 25
US 2-4260.260 Ilia
Sows
US 1-2 170-35011w
623.00-2300
US 1-3 305-4501W
P11.411622 00
US 1-3 450-5001W
122.111023.00
US 1-3 500450 lbs $33 0034.011few 24.50
US 2-3305-200 Ibis
$19.88211.110
Boars over 900 IS 60-3050 under 311111
17 60-141 50

Thu Magnavox portable
is compact in size,
modest in price but big
in performance and
quality The V demoatic
Electronic Eye keeps
your color picture perfectly odiusted even in
changing MOITI light
The picture never glaes
in a dark room
.
never wastes out in a
bright room. Other
features include an
energy- saving 1005.
solid sate chassis and o
100 deg. in-line picture
tube for exceptional
clarity ond
picture
detail. An outstanding
value!

-7"

...automatically
brings you the
most eye-pleasing
color pictures
DAY or NIGHT!

Model 4170 — 19" diagonal coloroortable

NOW $36995
Modestly priced, yet big In performance, you'll enjoy this 25'
diagonal Color TV. Features
include Videomatic one button
tuning, so you can enjoy a beautiful, accurately tuned picture on
any channel, 100 In-Line picture
tube, and an energy saying, 100%
solid-state modular chassis.

NOW $55995

Model 4626—Authentic
Mediterranean Design

Hog Market

334.+h.
13%6, 144.a

OaMI

Model 5034 — 25" diagonal Color TV in Early American
styling. Two-way speaker system.

Stock Market

Wal-Mart
Wendy's

I'M NOT

Unlike ordinary color TVs with
11111=1111 260 lines of resolution these
WGINArAlk
Mognavox TVs feature a special
High Resolution Filter that
e
produces 330 kees. That's
e
25% more lines of resolution
ILII—
)
m
for
25% shcrper, crisper,

Livestock Market

lb 60 0045 00, for the week represented
classes steady

PEANU'l

PROVEN:

f

$5500

The
145,000-square-foot
bakery is to be located on
Pioneer Drive next to Green
River Parkway and will
etnsgay over 200 at the outset

PAGE 13

P
rial
f
Sell-A-Bration

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Outland

0
tl,

John Cornett, the c..:mpany's senior vice president,
said the bakery will be the
largest building project ever
undertaken by Kroger.

MAGNAVOX
toff/ r'41le'

Writer Works Fort-Census

Senior Citizens
Greenhouse Will
Have Sale Saturday

s_

Bowling Green Gets Bakery

REGISTER FOR FREE
Las Vegas Holiday, Portable TV, Radios

COME 1111...BUY NOW...SAVE!
CLA,YdB1-2N'S
Dixieland (Ii IMurroy .1

Wal-Mart Plaza (Paris)

Mr. Bob Morrison,
President of Harris Mfg. Corp.

Mr. Jim Baughman
Marine Division Director of Harris Flote-Bote

We'Hope You Enjoy Murray, Calloway County & Ky. Lake
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

rY
i-square-foot
e located on
len to Green
y and will
it the Outset.

1
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PEANUTS
M NOT A6AiN57
OIRL IN
3LIZe4iks& 6ROL,P

SOONER OR LATER OF
COURSE 5411 LEARN
JUST kad DIFFiCULT
THESE 4IKE5 CAN BE_

HARRIET, WAIT FOR
TUE REST OF U5P.
f; - gT
e0
r

un.fto •m•r• 6,nor.••• .14

Save$5apal.
4400,- Ourlongestlasting

NANCY
JUST WHAT YOU
ORDERED

XXX.
TODAY.

*SPECIAL

latex house point

THE

TALLEST

outlastsS yearsofweather.
YOUR CHOICE!
SALE
Flat or Gloss $
• One Coat Coverage.
applied as directed.
• Colorfast.

Paris
>res.

BEETLE BAILEY

Save 4aal.

I GUESS TH IS
COFFEE GOT
COLD
Satisfaction Guaranteed
in the use of the
innings or your
purchase price will be refunded
Sale ends June 2

on Classic 910,Our Finest
WellPaint&Enamels

Save
'ore

1141on
BLONDIE
1 WAS A TOP
EXECUTIVE BEFORE
I DROPPED OUT OF
THE RAT RAC.E

color TVs with
esulution these
feature a special
in Filter that
knes. That's
es of resulution
rpm', crisper,
than ever before
idition, you con
. silently el
by touching any
ird Or if you
It yoix set by
the set watt
computer. And,

ONE DAY I JUST
TURNED MY BACK ON MONEY
AND MATERIAL_ THINGS

I WISH ID WORKED
OUT A BIGGER
PENSION PLAN

Aluminum
Ladders
Sale
Step Ladders

Reg.

5ft. $ 31.99 $ 42.99
BE
VALUE
6ft. $ 34.99 $ 49.99
WISE?
Ask Us About
Extension Ladders
Weight
Ratings
16 ft. $ 39.99 $ 62.99
16ft. $ 54.99 $ 76.99
20f1. $ 69.99 $ 96.99

)000

PHANTOM

24ft. $ 84.99 $117.99
/1/6HT OF TNE FULL MOON,

WHEN TIRED. THEY

FULL MOON. I'VE A DATE WITH
THE ROPE PEOPLE. WANT TO
COME, REX 2

SLEEP...

savoy portable
act in sire,
price but big
ormance and
'he V demootic
: Eye keeps
ir picture perusted'even in
room light.
re never glares
-k room
.
isles out in a
room Other
111C kode
on
wing 100 hi
chassis and o
in-line picture
r exceptional
and picture
n outstanding

9
95

• One Coat Coverage.
applied as directed.
• Withstands
Scrubbing.
• Easy Application.
• Washable.
• Uniform
Appearance. •

Yes!

THE ROPE PEOPLE MOVE ANON /N THE TREES

WHAT'S

' AS FAST AS A RUNNER ON THE GROUNO.

LIP"

Alternative
financing
110IN
TO
BUY
MID
SELL
REAL
ESTATE
114THE
1980's

Ii

re

995

Currently, more than 50% of all real estate
transactions involve one or more alternative
financing methods...methods that are
beneficial to both the buyer and seller of property...methods available to you.

Assumable Loan for you!! Give owner equity
payment and assume their loan below
prevailing interest rates., make this 3
bedroom bnck yours.. It's economical too as
home is insulated to factor of R-30. There's no
city taxes yet you can be in town in 5 minutes.
Call Glenda and let her show you how this
financing assumption can work for you.

Assumption of mortgage with lower than current interest rate can make this house your
home. Take 3 bedrooms + large den
w/fireplace, stir in a fully equipped kitchen,
garnish with elegant living room and sprinkle
with 2 baths, and season with quality construction.

Brenda - 753-5454
Chuck- 753-0187
Glenda - 753-1499
Judy - 437-4444
Jim - 753-3147
Loretta -753-1079

Open Tonight 8t Fri.
Till 8:00 p.m.

AVAILABLE

.rnsion laddrr uorliong lengths ore 3ft
lots thon
infrd

SME

Alkyd Semi-Gloss
Enamel

SAL!

11" st•?!.
Southside Shopping
Center

South 12th Street

753-3321

free Decorotina Assistance. Easy chow
convenience with Master Charge or Visa.

Yes
You Can!

I

(Paris)

28ft. $111.99 $152.99

Latex Semi-Gloss
Eaamel

Owner says, "CENTURY 21, I want you to Take a closer Look! Owner will contract
for What's in it for you, the buyer? Lower monsell my property and I want to finance the Deed! Yes you can buy this. We'll explain how thly payments,
minimum down payment for
property with low monthly payments from at CENTURY 21. Step inside and see this you, owner
financing available with lower
the buyer." This Its story is located west of cheerful sunny 3 bedroom home. Fireplace than prevailing
interest rates. Just five miles
Murray at your price of 824,800. See? - Yes and solarium adds to the warm and friendly to this 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick with Central
you can buy now!
atmosphere. We'll show you how to increase Gas heat. Call Judy now.
your purchasing capability.. Contact Glenda
at 753-1492.

What Are Some Of
My Alternatives
Excellent opportunity for the right person...LEASE with OPTION to PURCHASE...Unique 4 bedroom, 2'-.2 bath home on
landscaped lot. Central electric and heat
pump...Let us show this home to you today...for an appointment call 753-1492.
;vs

This brick is just a stone's throw from the
lake. Health reasons prevent owner from
moving into this new hi-level home. The
owner is willing to sacrifice and finance for
you. There's approximately 2800 square feet
under roof which is approximately $20.00 per
square foot. Where else can you find that
package today with owner financing, too'

There are dozens of alternative ways to buy
or otherwise acquire property ...Contract for
Sale,. Assumption, Lease Purchase. Exchange or Trade,and many others.

Owner Financing Available - Terms
negotiable.. Children can play in rec room or
sleep in the 2 bedrooms down while morn
cooks in kitchen or dines in dining room on
other level. Your children will enjoy the
creeks on the 16 acres while the blueberries,
strawberries, apples, peaches, plums,
apricots become your haven. Again -yea, you
can - owner financing available. Terms
negotiable.

LEASE/PURCHA.SE...Old trees, new home!
Five acres of seclusion! Two story 4 bedroom
- 2 bath contemporary cypress home! You can
lease this property with delayed sales closing
date. Buyer benefits by locking in purchase
once at the time of signing lease purchase
agreement. Dial 753-1492 for Judy to assist
you with the emotioanl benefits of home
ownership.
Hi there Lady! Yes you can be your own
boss.. Own and manage your own business. If
you're interested in helping other people and
taking your place as a professional woman in
the business world, here's an opportunity for
you. With a little capital investment and
owner financing available to you, we can
assist you in making this business a continued
success. Call 753-1492 as a step toward your
future

What Should f Do
Right Now?
LAKEFRONT. includes 27 acres that owner Can You Believe It'!!
100% financing VA
will assist you with financing. Add 3 Approved with appraised
value more than list
bedrooms that overlook the lake and, yes, all price.. Neat 2 bedroom
home located on large
this for only $55,000. Dial 753-1492 for Chuck.
acre lot...workshop for-dad...garden spot, too
For more information, Call Judy at 753-1492

Assumptions can come true.. Call 753-1492 at
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and let
us assist you in finding a home with an
assumable loan. It can be done .WE DID
IT''

Call your Century 21 agent - Brenda, Chuck.,
Glenda, Judy, Jim or Loretta. We are making
things happen right now. We can show you (lie
advantages and disadvantages of many alternative financing methods. Whether you're a
buyer or seller, be can negotiate the berms of
the sale to your satisfaction. Your CENTURY
21 agent can make It happea...for you!

AU Of These Homes Can Be Finance!
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PUT IT IN THE
1.lefafftotice

2 Notice

.1,D ERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
City of Murray. Kentucky
Owner
ath and Poplar Streets
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Separate sealed BIDS for the construction ut
Water System.Improvements,.North Douglas Community will be received by the City of Murray, Kentucky at the office of the City clerk until 11 a.m
C.D.T. Thursday, June 5, 1980, ind then at said of
lice publicly' opened and read aloud
The program of work for which bids are to be subnutted consists of the construction of approximatek
3,500 linear feet of 6-inch PVC water main and
reconnection of existing customer services,
together with gate valves, hydrants, wet tap connections and all related work as shown on the drawings and set forth in the Specifications.
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, consisting of
Advertisement for Bids, Information for Bidders.
BID, BID BOND, Agreement, GENERAL CONDITIONS, SUPPLEMENTAL GENERAL CONDITIONS, Payment Bond, Performance Bond,
NOTICE OF AWARD. NOTICE TO PROCEED.
CHANGE: ORDER, DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS AND ADDENDA, may be examined at the
following locations:

Complete Bath
Kitchen

All the Catfish Steak
you can eat, $3.00
Thurs., Fri., IL Sat

COUNTRY WAY
CAFE

Nand tinting on oil
with distinction at

done

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main St.

753-8298

WI IvySell-Trade
-Pawn
We Pay
Cash or

U Pick
Strawberries
16th & Poor Farm
Road. Will be open
7 a.m. on Tuesdays.
Thursdays and
Siturdays

45`

40.
1

GOLD- 10K, 14K, 16K,
18k, 22K; SILVER COINS
1964
and
before;
STERLING

Vernori's

Western Store
and

Pawn Shop

135 mm, F2.8,
telephoto lens. Call
753-5322 offer 4 p.m.

FREE! FREE!
With Ticket From
Central Center

Merchants
iChl
oma
adrew'siMovi
2:3;
i
Sat.

fri

Pan ONEAL
NTERNAllONAL
VELVET
Cite Central

Admission $1.00
Without Merchant Ticket
L.T. (Pete) Valentine of
Puryear. TN will pick strawberries Thursday. 504 a quart if
you pick your own or 854 a
quart if we pick. Bring container Call 642-4439.

Nearing Aid
Service Center
9 a.m.-12:00 Noon
Friday, 23rd
Wolk Dreg Store
Murras.Ky.
Bottoms of Baena
Benton, Ky. Ph 5774443

),(sirlys,nightly for a different special each evening.
From 5 until 10 Monday through Thursday. Friday and
Saturday nights a special of fresh Kentucky lake Catfish and the trimmings
Open 7 days a week.
Lin sited at 1101 Coldwater lead

PRE-SEASON SALE

ason Pa
for the Murray Calloway County Swim Mg Pool may be purchased at the Sale Price new thrill
one 2

FAMILY PASSES - $60.00
SINGLE PASSES - $30.00

OlSes may be obtained at be Park Office, 10% &
arm Street, 753-7640.

Experienced sales person
wanted, electronic sales at
wholesale level 527-3633.
Experienced carpet and vinyl
installer Call 753-0839 for interview
Mature woman to keep 7 year
old. 3 days per week. Phone
753-1851 or after 6 pm, 7533862
Needed Short order breakfast
cook. experience needed Write
Rudy's Restaurant, 104 South
5th Street. Murray. or call 7531632

43. Real E

15. Hires oucsik

27. Mobile Home Sales 32. Apts. For Rent

Quilerete 60 lbs . $7 63. marble
chips. 50 lbs $2 49. play
sand. 55 lbs . $2 38, black top
patch, 60 lbs $5 19 Coast to
Coast Hardware, Central Shopping Center
Truck, trailer, and backhoe,
Frigidare upright freezer, frost
free. and 200 frying chickens
Call 436-2262

16. Home Furnishings

fa sale 3 bedroom m000e
home. inexpensive gas heat
window air-conditioner Call
759-1097
Two bedroom trailer, gas, many
extras. 759-1971 or 753-3815

Two bedroom trailer for rent,
near Murray. No pets Call 4892611.

Free standing, adiustible sit-up
board; two 6x12 foot tumbling
mats. Call 753-0129.
24 Inch 10-speed. Very good
condition $35. 753-5387.

22. Musical

Tomato plants, some
flowers. Call after 5:30
p.m. 753-5622.
World Electrical
Designs
Introduces
M.R.B.

Business or office space
available for rent or lease
Close to court square. Private
customer parking Call 7534109

32. Apts. For Rent

Grand pianos used, Baby Grand
53", French Grand 56". concert 9 ft. Baldwin Grand. Practice pianos. Used Baldwin
organ and Hammond organ
New Baldwin organs and
pianos. Lonardo Piano Company, Paris, TN, across from
Post Office
10. Bus. Opportunity New and used Baldwin piano
Own your own business from and organs, Lonardo Piano Co ,
one of the largest corporations across from the Post Office,
in America and enioy it's fan- Paris. TN.
tastic benefits, the- Shaklee 24. Miscellaneous
way. For more information call
Feed on adult for $7.06 weekly
753-0541 or 753-9486.
Includes 1 lb meat daily,
14. Want To Buy
choice of 8 fresh vegetables,
Shetland pony colt; also bridle and grains. Free details write;
and saddle for pony Call 753- R.A Box 2442 US, Murray, KY
42071
9616. ask for Don.

2 Bedroom apartment for rent;
range, oven, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposer, washer
and dryer hookup, air, carpet,
no pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required; $225
per month. Phone 753-2622 or
753-3865.
Furnished apartments, one or
two bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street. 753E609.
For rent: Two bedroom
townhouse apartment: range,
refrigerator,
dishwasher
disposer, washer and dryer
hookup, central heat and air,
all carpet. 753-7550.
For rent: 1 bedroom apartment.
Call 753-9240.
Want to buy. Junk cars Call 26. TV-Radio
474-8838 after 5 pm.
Technics component stereo Furnished apartment at New
Want to buy ears of corn. and turntable. 753-6562 or Concord, $80 per month. Call
436-2427.
753-8666.
Kirksey Feed Mill, 489-2515
Want to buy: Registered male 27. Mobile Home Sale For rent: One bedroom furnishBeagle, small type or puppy. USED MOBILE HOMES. Own ed apartment one block from
Call 247-5222.
your own home and fight infla- campus, water and gas furnishtion. Guaranteed and com- ed, $140, no pets. 2 Bedroom
22. Musical
pletely reconditioned. 10', 12'. furnished apartment, 311
Jpright piano, $175; air condi- 14 wide. (Free) Delivery. West North 5th, water furnished, no
:loner 110. $175. Call 753- End Mobile Homes, Highway 60 pets, married couple. $145.
Call 753-1203.
1310
West, Paducah, 442-1918.
For rent: One bedroom furnished apartment, close to University. Call 753-7418.
Nice furnished one bedroom
Saturday, May 17th, 10 A.M.
apartment. Inquire at 100 S
RAIN OR SHINE
13th Street, Murray
At the Late CErfford
Nome
One roam effiency apartment,
1/2 Mae Seek of Lynn Grove
$90. Located at corner of 16th
SELLING . 3-speed electric start 8 hp riding mower, Tapand Olive Streets, across from
pan electric stove. washer. lawn choirs hot air and irons
University. Call 753-7677.
dryer window fan floor lamp stone jars grill. electric
One bedroom newly decorated,
Singer sewing machine churns and dishes, drop leaf
table nice living room suite rocking choirs set of en
stove, refrigerator and water incyclopedias coffee table 3 piece bedroom suite drop
cluded, 5 miles north on
leaf table cedar chest quilt box quilts. dishes
Highway 641. 753-5410.
glassware, new kerosene portable heater, lots of other
Two bedroom duplex, brand
items to numerous to mention
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
new, no pets and deposit reSale Conducted By:
quired. Call 753-9400 after 7
Dm.
Two bedroom extra large apartment, 2 blocks from University,
Terry Shoemaker
Bob 'Frostie' Miler
deposit required. No pets.
753-9324
492-8594
Phone 753-6202.
Johnny Kelso dealer in at kinds of livestock
Two bedroom duplex, central
753-4562
heat and air, outlets for washer
and dryer. No pets. $195. Call
753-9741.

AUCTION SALE

Relieves long Or short term
pain For information write
Bo. 102 Murray. Kentucky
Money Bock Guarantee

3. Card of Thanks
Words cannot express our
deepest appreciation for all the
cards phone calls, flowers,
food and visits of sympathy
from our dear friends
We so deeply want to thank
Brother Milford Hefflin and
Brother Bill Dillon for their
words of comfort, to those who
had a part in the beautiful
singing, also the Miller Funeral
Home
May God bless each of you in
a special way is ounprayer
The family of John Morgan

5. Lost and Found
Lost 10 month old cream colored female Afghan Hound
with black mash Ginger is
name on Collar Lost in 641
North, Fisher Price area.
Reward if found Call 753-1919
or 759-1707

ANTIQUE
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, May 17th,
1:30 P.M., Rain or Shine
At Claude Myers Home

Third boos* on right cross mimed tracks toward
Crossland from Hazel.
Folks this sole is one of the goodies, Selling copper
cooker, picture frowns, smoke stands corvol glass, Jen•
fly Lind bed wardrobe with mirror oak dresser with
bevel mirror quilts 2 wash stands choirs tcrbles books
barrels churns candy dishes stoneware brood boxes
chest baby cradle. port of old spinning wheel, mirror
table and 4 chairs, night stand. oak beds lamps, rocking
chairs, brass lamps, wood cheese boxes fancy oak
dresser, floor lamps, rodio cases postal bed, dishes and
glasswar• on• of the nicest old hOil trees. also fancy oak
dresser with bevel mirror milk bottles scales wat•r
bucket wicker basket lonter metal match box
Folks this is one of the best sales in a 10419 time Lots of
this stuff is over 100 years old Come one come all.
Another good sale the 24th of Mayor Puryeor, TN.
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
SALE CONDUCTED BY

SHOEMAKER
AUCTION SERVICE
Terry Shoernakor
Bob "Frostii Mill.L
livestoojt-Johnny Kelso

753-9324
492-8594
753-4562

Apartment for rent 1 per
month. Call 753-36Z
Furnished room for rent, one
block from MSU Living room
kitchen, and laundry facilities.
Wall to wall carpet, air conditioned Boys only. $55 per
month. Call 759-4538.
Men student, rooms for summer and fall semester. Private
entrance, kitchen facilities,
central heat and air, half block
University,
1626
from
Hamilton. Call 753-8572 or
492-8128
Sleeping room avialable. One
bedroom, private entrance,
utilities furnished $40 per
week. 753-8097

34. Houses For Rent

We buy used mobile homes
West End Mobile Homes, Furnished 2 bedroom house for
lease in Murray, May through
Paducah, KY 442-1918.
August. Call 247-4386
30. Business Rental
Near campus, 2 bedroom unfurnished house, $185 per
Mini
month Phone 753-3293.
Warehouse
Three bedroom house for rent.
Call 753-9240.
Storage Space
bedroom house Call 753Two
For Rent
4331.

753-47511

20. Sports Equipment

33. Rooms for I

Furnished 3 bedroom 2 bath
central heat and air, washer,
dryer, large lot 753-4091
Nice mobile home with rural
setting, well kept court. $90
single or couples Call 753
8216
Two bedroom, 2 bath mobile
home, central gas heat, window air Call 435-4349

Bedroom suite, mattress and
springs. 2 chairs, antique
dresser Call 753-2875
Full size waterbed. complete,
$30. Call 753-4413
9x12 Maize grass rug, Sears 2speed humidifier Call 759- Trailer at Dill's Trailer Court
1286
Located at the entrance to
1-9.
--FrWrn Equipment Murray Drive-In Theater
For sale Forest seed beans,
$7 50 per bushel Call 4354429.
John Deere Special Extra 10%
off on car and tractor filters, a
brand new item from John
Deere_ G & Y Farm Center, 3
miles south of Murray on U S
641 Phone 759-4440.
Six row narrow IH 56 planter
with moniter, 2 years old.
$2225. See at G & Y Farm
Center, 3 miles south of Murray
on 641. 759-4440.

Two bedroom apartment for
rent, 3 blocks from campus
Call 435-4598 after 5 OR.

28. Mob. Home Rents

SHOEMAKER AUCTION

POOLE'S
GREENHOUSE

Olympic Plaza
Il• ecce0 Av. woe .0.16, loctrim,
flowar• I erg pal rooms .• orclimp kw
.1
marcks,16.
slowing the kola* p.m
NINA. am,. Ile GM my Mil fee
int lam.

The
Rib Shack

I7

FOR SALE

FREE

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.

.Help Wanted

Now hiring local distributor of
nationally known product
Corner
Need 10 neat appearing men
or women at once Can use
1963 Chevrolet 60 passenger anyone over 19 Our people
Aurch bus. Taking bids until average $2004300 weekly No
June 1st Goes to highest bid- experience needed Free training Car necessary Absolutely
der. 435-4526 or 435-4574.
-•1 no canvasing If not happy with
AD- CLASSIFIED
present employment and inDEADLINES
come we would like to talk to
In order ton your ad to appear you Call 759-1345.
en the date you specify you
inust adhere to the following' Waitress wanted Apply in perdeadlines An ad must be call- son 100 Maple Street
ed or brought in by 12 neon
the day before in order to ap- 9. Situation Wanted
pear in the next days paper, Will babysit in my home in Potwith the exception of ads to tertown and Panorama area.
tart in Monday's paper, they Call 436-2262.
must be called or brought in by Will do light housework
and
10 AM on Saturday
babysitting in your home, durTo have an ad cancelled ing school vacation. References
before publication you wilt available.
753-6566 after 3.30
need to contact us by 8 AM pm.
that morning in order for it not
4o appear in that days edtion. . Will babysit in my home, from
ages 3-up More information
call 753-5672 after 3.30
I
For
Space
Office
Young lady desires secretarial
position Has shorthand, typRent. Call 753ing, and dictophone skills 7537618 after 5:00
2905

!

2. Notice

2. Notice

Lost male 160 lb St Bernard
in Taylor Store vicinity Call
435-4417 after 5 pm

South at Cherry

121

Builders Exchange of Louisville
3595 Dutchman's Lane
Low:0:111e, Kentucky 40205
F.W Dodge Corporation
1133 West Mill Road
Suite 107
Evansville, Indiana 47710
Associated General Contractors
1930 North 13th Street
Paducah,Kentucky 42001
• G. Reynolds Watkins Consulting Engineers
601 Corporate Drive
Lexington, Kentucky 40503

G. Reynolds Watkins Consulting Engineers,Inc.
1725 Ashley Circle
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be
obtained at the office of G. Reynolds Watkins Consulting Engineers, Inc. located at 801 Corporate
Drive. Lexington, Kentucky 40503 upon payment of
$50.00 for each set.
Any BIDDER, upon returning the CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS promptly and in good condition, will
be refunded his payment, and any nonbidder upon
so returning the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS will be
refunded $25.00. Complete refunds will be made only to those bidders submitting bonafide proposals to
the Owner.
Bids shall be accompanied by a certified check or
bid bond in an amount equal to five percent(5%)of
the bid to insure the execution of the contract for
which the bid is made. In case the bid is not accepted, the check or bid bond will be returned to the
bidder, but if the bid is accepted and the bidder shall
refuse or neglect to enter into a contract with the City of Murray, Kentucky within ten 110) days after
the time he has been notified of the acceptance of
his bid, the said check or bid bond shall be forfeited
to the City of Murray, Kentucky as liquidated
damages for the failure so to do.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of 60
days after the closing time scheduled for the receipt
of bids.
The City of Murray, Kentucky reserves the right
to waive informalities and to reject any and all bids.
City of Murray, Kentucky
By Melvin B. Henley, Major

Mounting

Call collect for Free
Estimates
52739410.

Office of the City Clerk
City Ibil
5th and Poplar Streets
Murray, Kentucky 42071

F.W. Dodge Corporation
160 Moore Drive,Suite 203
Lexington, Kentucky 40502

5. Lost and Found

CUSTOM
CABINETS
Re

I I fl I

Two bedroom apartment. Embassey Apartments. Call 7534331
Two bedroom unfurnished
duplex, refrigerator and oven
provided. Deposit required. Call
753-8271.
Three bedroom unfurnished
apartment, central heat and
air, very
nice, quite
neighborhood, $250 per month Two bedroom partly furnished spacious $130 per month.
Call 753-8731.
Two, 2 bedroom furnished
apartments. Call 753-8119.
Two bedroom furnished apartment, 12 miles from Murray on
Kentucky Lake. 752-2446 days.
436-2879 nights.

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for- 1,.2, 3 or 4
college girls Sommer
and fall semester, with
swimming
pool
privilege
Coll 753.
5865 days or 753-5108
after 6 p.m ond on
Sunday:

Two bedroom house, $175,
deposit required. Call 7533582.
Three bedroom brick house
with large out building in quiet
neighborhood in city school
district. Call 753-7133.

38. Pets-Supplies
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes and private instructions. Also tracking and
protection training All breeds
and ages from 2 months up.
Professional instructor, 4362858.
Doberman puppies, championship sired, 10 males, 2
females. Call 345-2013,
Paradise Kennels.
For sale: Toy Poodle puppies, 2
gray. one champagne. $50. To
see call 759-1097.

41. Public Sale
Church Carport sale. from 8 til
2, Saturday. May 17th, 815
Extended. Clothes,
Broad
plants,
miscellaneous
Something for everyone!
Four family yard sale, 810
Broad, 8-5, Friday and Saturday. Lawn trimmer, bicycles,
stereo, adding machine,
clothing, tr., tires, toys, and
much more.
Five party yard sale, Friday and
Saturday. Baby clothes, size 06 months; lot of children's and
adults clothes; tiller; shop fan:
plants, nic-nacs, many
miscellaneous items. Stella
Trailer Park, Highway 121 in
Stella, cancel if rains.
Four party yard sale, Friday and
Saturday from 8 am til ?,
405'1 South 12th Street. In
case of rain will be held following weekend.
Garage sale, Friday and Saturday, 8-5 pm, 503 North 6th.
Dishes, encyclopedias, vacuum,
china door knobs, couch, and
screens, other items. Cheap.
Garage sale. 3x4 ft. mirror,
cookware, glasses, grill, lots of
something
dishes,
for
everybody. Friday and Saturday.
504 Whitnell.
Garage sale, Friday, May 16th,
8 til 6, 1524 London Drive in
Canterbury Estates.

GIGANTIC
TWO-PARTY
YARD SALE
Saturday, May 17
1709 Farmer Ave
Everything must go - lots of
clothing „. men's, women's,
boy's and girl's all good condition. Some baby items. Toys.
Glassware. Miscellaneous
household items. Golf clubs.
Everything reasonably priced.
Many 25 cant and 50 cent
items.

43. Real Estate

41. Public Sale
8 party yard sale Saturday 9 to
5 at Lambs Discount Shoes in
Coldwater Baby clothes and
furniture
adult clothing
dishes, and odds and ends

You re moving to a new city
What good does it do to call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors here in Mut
rayl Because a Century 21
Neighborhood Professional
Three party garage sate, 105 from
the city you are moving to
South 14th 8 AM hi 7 PM will promptly call you They
Women s clothing 5-9 baby take the time to find out the
things miscellaneous items kind of home you'll be looking
Saturday
for They'll give you some ideas
about your new community
Yard sale. 1000 Payne Street, And then
they'll begin putting
May 18th and 19th Guns together a list of homes for you
tools, sports equipment, radial to look at upon your arrival
arm Saw, furniture, lots of This service is part of the Cen
unusual items. electric motor, tury 21 VIP Referral Program
It links together the more than
and "How-To Books''
7,500 Century 21 offices
Yard sale, Saturday only, 1100 around the country. If
you're
Circarama Drive 9-5
about to sell your house, call
Yard sale, 1617 College Farm Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Road, Saturday, May 17th Realtors. And then you're on
your way to the easiest move
Clothes,
books, tapes, you've ever made
going and
household items, shop equip- coming Call Loretta
lobs
ment and car parts
Realtors at 753-1492
Yard sale, Thursday and Friday, Beautiful, contemporary home
9-4. 4 miles east on 94, turn in Whitnell Estate. Approxright at White Camper Sale, 4th imately 5500 square foot under
trailer on left Cancelled in roof, 4 or 5 bedrooms. 31.7
ceramic tile baths, family
case of rain.
room, recreation roam, living
Yard sale, 4 party. Friday and room, dining room, complete
Saturday, May 16th and 17th. kitchen with all appliances. 2
8 am tul 5 pm, 905 Pogue fireplaces, drapes, intercom.
Avenue. Mess, womens. gas heat, sauna, indoor barbechildrens clothes, dishes, old que grill, patio. double outside
and new quilts. afghans, storage. Lot approximately
typewriter, lamps, toys, baby 189x250. Shown by appointment only Call Purdom &
swing, two walkers.
Thurman Real Estate 153Yard sale. Friday and Saturday, 4451. Susy Wells. 753-7585: or
rain or shine. Bicycles, lots of Geneva Jones, 753-6557.
clothes', 1627 Loch Lomond.
How can you finance yOur
house in this crazy economy'
Having a yard sale.*
Everybody has an idea these
Then pickup your fret
days on financing. But you
yard sale signs from
don't lust need ideas You
the Gallery of Homes
need the best ideas, and plenty
office on Highway 641
of
them. That's why Century 21
N. in The Village ShopLoretta lobs Realtors are trainping Center just
ed
to show you 21 different
across from the
ways to creatively finance Boston Tea Party.
whether you are buying or sellJOHN SMITH ing. And we take the necessary
time to explore your options
and to formulate your best
course of action. Stop in at
1200 Sycamore or call Century
21 Loretta lobs Realtors at
753-1492. In a crazy economy
753-7411
you need all the help you can
AROUND THE CLOCK
get.

-481‘..ini

Do you know r
ing a house is
sold is tough*
of all home
closing proble
why Century
Realtors are tr
Irate on toll
paperwork del
no processing
cedure too
escape our SC(
to make sure
on time and ye
pect We call I,
of Mind" WI
writing in an a
the Action Wel
we back it u;
important agry
handshake Wi
say Call Cen'
lobs Realtors a

STROUT RI
lterro S..
no... be,owl

FARMI
SUSI
MU aims
ISto
Lislings ne
Coast to Coo
Everywhere

Strom
le•
COdeotetIi
Illerney

Real fine horn
and downtcre
bedrooms, torn
large den, ir
central gas hi
electric air-c
fireplaces Ni
and on large
Realty Associat

lii

NEW OfFM
Monday-F
Prise of
NAINCIll!

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Floored and reedy. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of fices, cottages, mobile home od-ens, and patios, or UBUILD, pre-cut completely reedy to assemble op to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
ClOSIO ROM AO S P 1.1 ill SiM 1.•

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

WE
7 TERMITES
Also household, lawn indoors and out-

doors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Control-

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a home
but never think about termites - they cause the most
damage next to fire. Have your home treated now!
753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8. Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over. 33 years experience
Home owned and o rated.
tkikla
i90
4°

AUCTION

rAuction
end Mrs.
lackenber

Welding and Blacksmith
Shop Tools

Will havefi
few items.
A nice I
freeze, chr
and chino c
glass. mon
chair, coifs
N 2 air ci
treodlis soy
feather pill
old picture
chair, old b
clean fruit
and garde,

Saturday, May 17 at 10 cm. at the late John M.
Morgan Shop in Hazel, Ky on west sick of Main Street.
neck for sign.
Will sell: drill press, power hammer w,,rfoot controls, blacksmith forge, belt grinder, heavy metal
Large garage sale. 1606 work
bench, portable ocetelyne generator hoses,
Catalina, Saturday, May 17th, gauges,
tips and hood, elec. welder, lawn mower shar8-4, children's and adult's pener,
12 in. planer. C and gluing clomps, platform
clothing, household items,
scales, cycle mower blade sharpener, 4 drawer file
toys, many other items.
cabinet, /
1
2 in. Craftsman drill, 2 vises, cool stove.
Rummage sale, Saturday 17th, ocetelyne & oxygen tanks, new plow points, variety of
6 AM - 7 American Legion new handles, top 8 die set, large assortment of new
Building, 6th and Maple. Black bolts, 2 anvils, elec. fon.
and white ti v., milk cans,
Antiques: antique hand tools, milk can, pie safe,
clothing, king size headboard, antique lamp table, and numerous other items.
oriental rug, cake pans.
Also 1974 Dodge 4 wheel drive W-100 pickup and
one car troiler For information and your auction
Six party yard sale. Wednesday
through Friday, 9 til 5, 5 miles needs, calf
Terry Shewmaker 7534324
from Murray, 641 North in Candle Light Estate, fourth house
Sr
on right. Watch for signs. All
Ivb(Fresty) Miller 4424514
sae adult and childrens
Aectiemews
_Clothes, some furniture, chain
er Jarrow Kase 753-4542
saw, lots of odds and ends
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,
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MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER Ai TIMES,Thursday, May LS, LIM

IIITLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
41 Real Estate

41 Real Estate

Do you kaow why we say "Selling a house is easy keeping it
sold is tough* More than 50%
of all home sales have major
closing problems 50%! That's
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors are trained to concentrate on follow-through No
paperwork detail is too small,
no processing or financial procedure too unimportant to
escape our scrutiny Our aim is
to make sure your sale closes
on time and you get all you expect We call it 'Seller's Peace
of Mind We put it all in
writing in an agreement called
the Action Warranty And then
we back it up with the most
important agreement of all A
handshake We mean what we
say Call Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.

gnn

eoro mots"

LIVE AND
EARN
A lovely well-kept
older home on a corner
lot. House has 3
bedrooms, formal dining room, sun porch, 2
baths, and a full basement. Large living
room with a fireplace
with gas logs. Modern
kitchen All this plus a
nice 2 bedroom garage
apartment on the back
of the lot for potential
income to help fight inflation. 60's.
PEACEFUL
RETREAT
Beautifully wooded
waterfront lot in nice
location fronting on
Kentucky Lake. Also
included is quality 2boat covered boat
dock, and 2 bedroom
mobile home with
large covered front
wooden deck. Get
ready for spring and
summer relaxing days
ahead by checking out
this good buy. $24,500.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for all the
information.

/1
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-Professional &Mae,
won Tb,r nendly Tow*"
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r
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52. Boats and Motors
17 0 Day sailboat with trailer
753-9452
1977 Red metalflake ski boat
75 Evinrude motor $3300 Call
/53-8887 after 5 pm
Venture bass boat 16'1 ft.
gold metal flake 115 hp
Johnson completely rigged,
$4500 firm /53-6278

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53i,
\
Tervices Offered
SOU'Ill FULTON,
TENNIMEE
New listing; A tremendous buy at $40,000.00,
ALEXANDER
3 BR., ls bath By.,
SEPTIC
TANK
immaculate condition,
CLEANING
Central gas heat, Central elec. air, range,
The barest necessities? Third aisle dowr.
refrigerator,
Yeomen' charted from
madam."
draperies included.
your
driveway.
Large corner lot, nice43. Real Estate
Resideatiol,
49. Used Cars
comlandscaped.
Good
ly
STROUT WM,MK,
~cid, and industrial.
1978 Camaro, light metallic
neighborhood. Call Tosenre.
The L.*. meg INN
blue white interior tape tilt
•••••• Igegi6 glod g•Ilegg
Purdmn & Thurman
day.
wheel extra low mileage Call
FARMS HOMES
753-5933
HOUSE UNDER
Insurance
&
BUSINESSES
after 4 pm, 159-1958
CONSTRUCTION
trial AND RECREATIONAL
Real Estate
For sale: 1972 Gran Torino AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelMove into this brand
PROPERTY
Southside Court Square
and
maintenance
Sport, $500. Call after 5 pm. ing
new 3 BR., 2 Bath,
listings needed, Offices
References Guaranteed work
Mierray, lEmetwelry
753-0992.
B.V. home, almost
Coast to Coast Buyers horn
Free estimates Call 753-8948
753-44.91
Everywhere Free Cotoglog
finished-many quality
1977 Firebird Trams Am. partly or 753-2501 after 5 pm
Strout Realty
features, central elecnice. 8 cylinder. silver. CB
Moot Imre Sagker
tric heat pump, great
radio, AM-FM radio. Call 753- Brick repair, tuck pointing
753-0116
1,113C665.6611/
water proofing. house painting
room with fireplace,
STARTER HOME/I Here
2727.
Ilan., kg
Awe.*
ideal lust home. It has 3
Call after 6 pm, 436-2855.
entry hall, 2 car
For
sale:
1977
Monte
Carlo
bedrooms
living
room,
garage. In lovely
Real fine home near hospital
Landau, new tires, tape, and all Bulldozing, backhoe work and
nice kitchen with plenty
Gatesboro. Buy now
and downtown. 3 or 4
extras. Extra sharp. Low septic systems. Call 437-4533
of cabinets and a both
and select your colors.
bedrooms, formal dining room,
mileage, one owner Call after or 354-8161 after 8 pm
The house was comONLY $53,500.00.
pletely redecorated last
large den, modern kitchen,
5 pm. 753-9880.
loll inside and out. its in
753-8080
PAINTING
central gas heat and central
For sale: 1978 Chevrolet
41111. tip-top shape and only
Residential, Farm
electric air-conditioning, 2
and
Commercial
Malibu
Classic
2-door Coupe.
$25.000. Should easily
New two bedroom home, one
fireplaces. Newly decorated
Spray, brush &roller
29,500 miles, new tires. Exqualify
for
VA
or
FHA
kitchen,
Experience
living
room,
15
Yrs.
bath,
Spann
and on large lot. Call
loans Make this your first
cellent condition. $3600. Call
single car garage with electric
Realty Associates, 753-7724
RALPH WORLEY
to ii, e
after 5 pm.
489-2198
garage door opener. Ideal for
436-T353
Must sell this week! 1976
retired couple single person. JOHN SMITH
NORNBUCKLE BARBER-SHOP
Chevrolet Monza. 2 plus 2, new Carpet cleaning, Joe Smith
newlyweds
Call
Purdom
OE
W.Meteor Street
radial tires, extra sharp, Carpet Center, professionally
Thurman, 753-4451, Susy
Closed All Day Wed.
NEW(*EKE DOORS:
39,000 miles. Book value done. Free estimates. Call 753Wells, 753-7585, Geneva Jones,
5:00
til
7:30
Saturday
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
$2400, will sell $1995 firm. 6660.
7534557,
Pries of
Call 753-0123 work or 753
free
cleaning,
Carpet
PIKE WAVE 75'
4033 home.
$1.25
mean
as6Con-753 3655 a.do' :41 iscviva,e
753-7411
. For Nospo,oa Nov,.Cas pliestimates, satisfied references,
Fgo,ogy Pubic S•or.c•
1976 Monte Carlo. good condi- Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanAROUND THE CLOCK
tion. 753-7145.
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
46. Homes For Sale
1974 Mazda 2-door sedan. 753-5821
753-6564.
By builder New 4 bedroom $1250. Call
Concrete and block work. Block
24 bath house in Canterbury. 1972 VW combtFbus, excellent garages, basements, driveways,
Call 753-3903 for further infor- condition, law miles air, Call walks, patios, steps. free
Beautiful Colonial
mation
759-4756 after 3 pm, 762- estimates. Varies Barnett,
home and 2 acres that
753-5476. •
For sale or rent, by owner 4 6804 office.
has more special
bedroom tn-level. 1102 Doran. 1976 Vet 1-82, T-top, 4-speed. Call Bob's Home Improvement.
features than you can
Call 759-4868
TT-steering, factory mags, Home repairs, remodeling, conimagine. All rooms
are spacious, with 4
For sale by owner 3 bedroom power steering, power brakes, crete work. 753-4501.
bedrooms, 3',x baths,
brick home, located on 2 wood- power windows, air, leather. Concrete work and water proofLiving room, family
ed lots in Sherwood Forest, 2 Serious inquires only. Call 527- ing done. Walks, patios.
room, kitchen and a
baths, attached 14s car garage, 8253 after 3 pm.
driveways, garages, etc. Will
and greenhouse. Natural gas 50. Used Trucks
large 19x27 game
form and pour to satisfaction
heat and wood burning stove,
room. Other features
Free estimate. Gary White, 753central air. Grounds include For sale: 1979 Jeep C1-7, 2200 0508 after 4 pm.
include 2 heating and
miles. 753-9240.
fruit
garden,
orchard,
and
cooling systems,
child's log cabin playhouse. For sale. Extra sharp 1976 Electrolux authorized sales and
fireplace,
central
Phone 753-9866 after 5 pm for Chevrolet pickup with air- service. Tony Montgomery, 753vacuum system,
DO YOU FEEL LIKE A
conditioning, AM-FM tape. fac- 6760.
appointment.
automatic garage door
tory
wheels. 28,000 actual Experienced wall paper hanger
opener, and two red2 bedroom log home. Located
in quiet neighborhood in Mur- miles. Phone 753-6215 or 753- Call 767-4454.
wood decks. All of
ray. Priced to sell by owner. 8329
For all your plumbing inthese will add to your
STOP!
Phone 759-4885 weekdays 1970 Jeep truck with topper. stallations or repairs. all work
total indoor enjoyment
$1800. Call 753-5889.
guaranteed, experienced. Call
after 5 pm for appointment.
and your warm
753-8950.
weather relaxation.
WE CAN MAKE YOU
Three bedroom brick home, 2 51. Campers
Phone 753-1222 Kopbaths, large kitchen with built- Fold out type camper. 753- Fence sales at Sears now. Call
perud Realty for all
ins. family room with fireplace, 6562 or 753-8666
Sears 753-2310 for free
FEEL IMPORTANT!
central heat and air. city
the details.
estimates for your needs
We are seeking mature, sharp,
schools. $58,500. 1719 See the new Prowler trailers for Guttering by Sears. Sears conCOMFORTABLE
1980 - Also many good used
Magnolia Drive, 759-1508
aggressive people to enter our
FAMILY HOME
trailers. Arrowhead Camper tinous gutters installed per
day ,
Bush
Hogging
Extremely attractive
training program. Dedication
James R. Cash, rim Aectiontier
47. Motorcycles
Sales, Highway 80 East, your specifications. Call Sears
Bladework
3 bedroom brick home
free
estimates.
753-2310
for
and hard work will produce at
Farm Farm, Ky.
Dee 1•6esee
1976 Honda 125, under 4000 Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
Nom Gents/
with fireplace in living
least $11,000 the first 12
753.56,9
Plow 6234466 or 6234939
Herndon's Welding, Route 6.
miles, $450. Call 436-2834
753•1656
Motors
Boats
and
52.
room,
formal
dining
753.6786
SAN( Soccastul Seim io Several Steles
months and a potential $17,
Box 154. Murray. KY. 753room, attached
1977 Honda Odyssey, 4-wheel 35 foot Chnscraft Roamer 9507. 24 hour service Open
000 within 24 months. Don't
garage. Home is
ATV, $650. Call 759-1188 after Sedan cruiser, Generator, air Saturday and Sunday
miss this opportunity. Apply in
situated on lovely tree6 pm.
depth finder, shower, pressure
person to.
I do house painting, inside and
shaded lot plus extra
Three cycle trailer, like new, water. Call 1-314-748-5561 or outside. Call 753-8762
lot with garden spot,
IRWIN/
spare tire, lights, tie downs, 314-471-8188.
fruit trees, and mature
11111.111111
$225. 435-4522.
For sale. 1978 17ft.
imminema
shade trees. Fenced
Iterfe 4
temmitIMMI
hp
Hydrosport.
Mercury
140
DRIVEWAYS
1979 Yamaha XS-400. like
backyard and outside
Mori To. WM
trailer,
motor,
motor,
trolling
WHITE
ROCKED
new. mag wheels, electric
storage building. All
AND GRADED
starter. Call 753-4027 after 6 and dual depth finder 753Interior & Exterior
this for an attractive
9240
Hauling Ag Line. Grovel.
Dm.
25 Years Experience
price. Mid 40's. Phone
Dirt,
Sond
any
kind
white
Furnished apartment near
411. Auto. Services
rock
753-1222, Kopperud
Excellent Local References
downtown Murray. Call 753Realty. We're bringFor sale. Set 15 inch Rally 4109
"4"5" Ricky Edwerds
For FREE Estimates
753.56/9
ing the 1983's home to
wheels for Chevrolet truck, set
751.4162
753-1714
you!
of 15 inch Rally wheels for 1974 17' Marlin, 135 Evinrude,
Call 753-6064
.0`
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck, $2750 or best offer. 753-5387.
one 711.15 new trailer tire. 6
Ply., one 10-15 LT. all terrain
tire, new, one 10-15 LT. B.F.
Goodrich all terrain tire, used,
one B.F. Goodrich 700.15 L.T..
new tires; one Goodyear hi
Archon Sala Sem* at 10 cia. May 17t6 anti. 1555.0 piece of Hie late Mr.
miler 700.15 L.T. used tire.
sad Mrs. Mel Mart from Orkney, ffy. tat Highway 461 Watt to the top of
Phone 753-7393
isr.korsberg Ha tors orireh 2ni home ea right.
Will hove for sole collectors items, good cleon useable furniture and appliances. To list a
For sale: 1979 Datsun engine.
few iterns
2000 cc, 10.000 miles. 759A nice electric stove and refrigerator. stock washer and dryer, chest type deep
4053
freeze chrome dinette set kitchen cabinets, a beautiful dining room suit with buffets.
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
and chino cabinet. 6 chairs. many pieces of good glass pink, green, carnival gloss. cut
gloss, many old dishes. some linen table cloths and crochet pieces, like new couch and
snow tires with studs, mounted
choir, coffee and end tables other small fancy tables beautiful lamps almost new color
on wheels Will fit Chevrolet
INLOWI WIE 1144111 EWE
6010 NOOSE SENSE
us IFFICIBIT
to 2 air conditioners on* less than a year old good electric sewing machine old
Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet.
Quality 3 bedroom executive home
3 Bedroom home with economic central
Inspect this 3 bedroom, 2 both brick
treadle sewing machine, three bedroom suits, two beautiful poster bedroom suits clean
Size G 78.14 $90 Call 753located rust west of Murray city limits.
gas heat, gas logs in fireplace, and exhome with control gas heat Insulation at
feather pillows, sheets good old quilts and blankets, vacuum cleaner electric heaters,
2796
Nothing was overlooked in making this
tremely low heating and cooling bills.
old picture frames, many odd choirs high choir baby car seat, bath tub bath seat and
R-1 9, total utility bills overage S70 monchair, old books, cream separator old radio cabinet telephone parts floor lamp good
lovely home the ultimote in beauty and
49. Used Cars
You'll fall in love with this charming home
th Sliding gloss doors open from family
clean fruit or., wheel borrow lawn choirs. flower pots. Bouis for covered wagon hand
design large family room with fireplace
with everything for comfortable afroam on Southside into o patio large
1975 Honda Civic Hatchback,
and garden tools, new red belly Ford tractor will sell at noon Many more items to
ond extra room suitable for 4th bedroom
fordable living. Upper SO's
eat-in kitchen and attractive decor
$2400. Call 435-4122 or 435numerous to mention. Not responsible for accidents
study.
Attractive
or
country setting.
4171.
throughout. Horne located at 1 709
Eats and Drinks Available
For more information call
S80's.
Melrose
Immediate possession at
1979 Bonnwille. Loaded, like
557,900
new. 753-6562 or 753-8666.
1975 Camaro, automatic,
power steering. power brakes,
EVENINGS CALL:
clean. 753-3936.
IIIN Maybe's 759-490111
Collector's Item
1964
435-4144
Geri Andeiresa153.7932,
Clienville.. 2-doer hardtop.
Ileorepe Solisegleor 753-11129
new tires. 29,000 actual miles,
Licensed and Bonded in Ky. and Tenn.
Wel Reeeliornd 753-1222
$2500. Call after 5 pm, 153.
Dan Miller, Auctioneer
I,.Bailey 759-4577
8780.
Mirky WINerd 7534043
1976 Camaro with air, AM-FM
8-track. Call 759-1368.

SHRIMP IN A BIG OCEAN?

ESTATE AUCTION

Saturday, May 17, 1980
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53. Semites Offered

Insulation blown in by Sears Mike s mowing services and Will
do bushhouing plowing
save on these high heating and trimming Call 436 2775
Olson& leveling dirt and
cooling bills Call Sears 753Will do plumbing, au condi- gravel Call 759-1103 after 5
2310 for free estimates
tioning repairs and remodeling pm
Ken's lawnmower and com- around the home such as We do all kinds of upholstery
plete auto service. Overby carpentry painting roofing and we work to please our
Road. Shop /53-86%, home and concrete work Call 753- customers We have a very wide
2211 or 1539600
selection of fabrics to choose
759-1221. Fast service'
horn Call any time 753-5361
Kennedy - Littleton Lawn Set• Will haul driveway white rock
or 753-6488
vices Yard work lawn mowing and Ag lime also have any type
landscaping
do
Free estimates Call 753-5523 of brown or white pea gravel Will
Also do backhoe work. Call maintenance. lawn mowing
or 753-1259 any time
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or hedge trimming Call 753
753-6763
0366
COURTNEY SMALL
Will do painting and carpenter 56. Free Column
ENGINE REPAIR
work Call 753-7337
White long haired female cat
Mowers Tillers Choinsows
Will mow lawns. Call Ken Wolf Call 753-0356
fast Seryrce
Guoronteed
753-5995.
work Wtli pickup and deliver
57. Wanted
753.4614.
Been on a nice
Wanted Mature young woman
vocation? Bring your
K & K Stump Removal.Do you
graduate student Of proles
film to us for
need stumps removed from
sional person to share house
processing
your yard or land cleared of
one block from MSU Private
stumps. We can remove stumps
bath and entrance Please call
CARTER STUDIO
up to 24" below the ground,
753-8325 8-4 after 5 pm 153304 Main St. 753-8298
leaving only sawdust and chips.
6577 Ask for Rebekah
Call for tree estimate Bob .
Kemp 435-4343 or 435-4319
Nome window cleaning, no job loo large or small,
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation heating installation
reasonable rales, insured and experienced. Call 759 1176
and repairs. Call. 753-7203
day or night.
Lawns mowed and trimmed
near Gatesboro. Call 753-7418
after 3.30.
Blacktopping,
Mitchell
driveways and small lobs a
speciality, also patching and
SAM & VERA FOY ESTATE
seal coating. 753-1537.
Cuba, Kentucky
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS.
roofs sealed, and underpinning. Aluminum or fiberglass
Also patio awnings and car1:00 P.M. - Rain or Shine
ports, single or double. lack
Real Estate Soils at 200 P.M.
Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm
LOCATION: From Mayfield, Ky. follow Highway 303
South to Cuba, Ky., then take Cuba-Water Valley Road
ROOFING
west 4 miles to sale site.(FOLLOW THE SIGNS!)
All types, Free
Estimates, Coll 75960 Acres of land which lays level to gently rolling, with
4512 or 759-1159
nearly all in young timber
nights. All work guaranImprovements consist of an older dwelling and stock barn
teed.
Farm in on blacktop road with much road frontage
This is definitely an old estate that has been in existance
Need work on your trees. Toppfor over 100 years and everything is still in.rts original coning, pruning, shaping, comdition This is only a partial lrsting. So come prepared to find
•
plete removal and more. Call
much, much more
BOYERS TREE SERVICES for
professional tree care. 753- PERSONAL PROPERTY: ice tongs•••Stone Crcckery***Shre
prig mugs***Old eye glasses*"Kitchen utensiis***Singer
8536.
sewing machine***Stand tables"*Several quilts***Old
Painting. paperhanging. comdressers***Several trunks"*Okt Buffer••Several old wood
mercial or residential Farm
beds•••Many linens***Blue stone crocker-y-”'04d
buildings etc Free estimates
dishes•••Gas
heater•••Electric
stove
759-1987.
refrigerator•••Blue Nrs•••Old books, magazines,
Painting, interior or exterior.
Free estimates. Call 753-6266. nerrspapers***Magszne rack***Hand toolsmold Mule
gear"*Dog Irons*•*Old bottles***Flat irons•"Old baskets
ask for Keith or Dave
"'Wood barrels ••Pictures•"•Several old rockers
Tractor work. bushhouing.
TERMS:
Personal Property • Cash.
plowing, discing, blade work,
Real Estate 10% bowl day of sale, balance with
gardens. Free estimates. Call
deliver of deed within 30 days.
753-7400 or 753-2632.
For prior iespection or farther infonnabon concerning the
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete- fano, contact main agents.
Come Regardless of Weather, Real Estate sells at 2.00
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.. pm SEE YOU THERE'
We welcome you as a buyer or visitor' So come be with us
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night. Saturday afternoon May 17 at 100 p m for an action
packed afternoon auction Under the rhythm of The Selling
1-442-7026
Machine. lames R Cash Auction Style!
SALE CONDUCTED BY:
GARDENS
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
YARDS
Minos Mayors, Broker sod Mho Boyd, Broker
Limed 6 Fertilized
Gardens Worked
Alayheid, Money, Weir
Ready for pbnting the some
Mono 376-1222 or 247-7979

AVAILABLE

Don Miller
Auction Service

1

Kopperud Realty
Is Bringing the 1980's Home To You
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Introducing Cambridge Box:

TheOlowest
tarcigarette
ever.
p•O

Discover Cambridge contentment.
The very special satisfaaion of knowing
that with Cambridge Box—less than
0.1 mg tar—you're getting the lowest tar
cigarette ever made, yet still enjoying
the unique pleasures of smoking.

\'0C\
eS$\-

Ca
,
nibridge

Also
available in Soft Pack
and 100s.
Ultra low 1 mg Soft Pack,4 ms 100s.
ar —

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
Phibp Moms ITNr
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Year Ftealth. •o

19*1

- _
•
_
Box: Less than 0.1 mg "tar:0.01 mg nicotine—Soft Pack: 1 rartar:'0.1 mg
nicotine-100's 4 mg "tar: 0.4 mg nicotine ay. per cigaiette by FTC Method.

?Danno 210A UOL$ at OZi iU

BEST COPY AVAILAB1

